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PSI-U House Cited For Structural Defects
Spot Check Reveals Problems
by Christine Smith
News Staff Writer
A series of routine inspections of
the Psi Upsilon fraternity house on
November 20 by Assistant Dean of
Students Kirk Peters and Director
of Buildings and Grounds Siu Chim
Chan revealed structural defects
in the front porch of the house as
well as other internal defects.
Dean Peters and Chan found a
defect in the front two pillars of
the house which they felt needed
further inspection, said Vice Pres-
ident Smith.
Dean Peters added that some
electrical wiring and heating ducts
were "not up to par" and "might
be serious."
The inspections were part of a
routine series conducted every one





The recent rash of false fire
alarms in the Crescent Street zone
has aroused cdrjcernover the fact
that these alarms are not con-
nected with either Trinity Security
»r the Hartford Fire Department.
Most buildings on campus are
connected with the Security Office
and the Fire Department. The oth-
ers, which only provide an "audi-
ble warning," include Anadama,
Wiggins, and Frohman-Robb. "My
concern is that no one would be
notified in the case of a fire alarm,"
says Director of Security Biagio
Rucci. It is currently the responsi-
bility of the residence assistants of
those dorms to notify security in
the event of an alarm.
"There have been false alarms
during which no one has been no-
tified," says College Fire Marshall
Siu Chim Chan. Such an alarm oc-
Continued on Page 4
general inspection of the grounds
and exterior of the house, while
the second part includes the
plumbing, heating, electricity and
the furniture of the house.
According to Vice President
Smith, the object of the inspec-
tions is to encourage the fraterni-
ties and the corporations who own
the houses to keep them in reason-
able condition.
Jim Parmelee, president of Psi
U, said that they have not been
told the results of the inspection,
but he felt that "everything was
fine. We comply with all the Hart-
ford City Codes on smoke detec-
tors and fire extinguishers and we
do have our own fire alarm."
Any repairs on the house would
be taken care of by the corporation
of graduates who own the house.
Vice President Smith said that the
38 present members of Psi U are
considered tenants in the house of
the small alumni corporation.
According to Dean Peters, a
complete report on the inspections
has been sent to Vice President
Smith as well as the Psi U Board.
What the exact response by the
school, the city, and the adminis-
tration, will be to the violations is





In the past break-ins and robber-
ies have been synonymous with
vactions at Trinity, although this
Thanksgiving there were only two.
According to Biagio Rucci, Direc-
tor of Security, "two break-ins is
still a lot but it is much improved
over last year."
"The guards checked the inte-
riors of the dorms and all the
doors, as well as their regular
routes," said Rucci, "they were
really alert and on top of things
this year."
The first attempted entry was in
Park Place, however bars recently
put up stopped the intruders en-
try. Later in the week the same
room was gained access to through
another window without bars. A
camera and other small items were
taken from the room.
The second break-in was in An-
adama where access was gained
from a sliding glass door to the
room. "The intruders propped fur-
niture up in front of the door, mak-
ing it difficult for the guards to tell
from outside that the room had
been entered. Their room had a lot
of electronic equipment taken,"
said Rucci.
Looking ahead to Christmas va-
cation, Rucci explained there will
be "a full compliment of men on
duty. We're examining every pos-
sible way accidents can occur."
Construction crews will be re-
stricted to the areas they are
working in. Parking passes for the
workers will be for only the park-
ing lots by the construction sites.
"Since the campus will be closed
during Christmas," said Rucci, "it
will be much easier to watch. Peo-
ple moving around can be spotted
because they will be more ob-
vious."
Finally, Rucci urged that stu-
dents take home or hide items of
value and if they're going to be on
campus for any length of time to
notify security.
The Psi Upsilon House was recently found to have several structural





Ann Gushee, Director of
Mather CamDus Center and Siu
Chim Chan, director of Buildings
and Grounds, are investigating fu-
ture changes for the Cave in order
to make better use of the space.
The impetus for changing the
Cave was to make it easier to main-
tain the carpet. The use of the
Cave for student activities every




Happy Holidays! Tom Chapman
Dean of Students David Winer
and Assistant Dean of Students
Paula Chu-Richardson will be
moved from 125 Vernon Street to
different housing to make room for
a renovation that will turn that
residence into a guest house for
campus visitors, and Alumni in
particular.
"It's not absolute, but very
likely, that it will become an al-
umni house and faculty club." said
College President James F. Eng-
lish Jr.
"We want it to be a place where
alumni can come hang up coats,
make phone calls, even hold par-
ties. We could also use it as a place
to keep visiting speakers. It will be
about six rooms," said English.
A new wing will be added to the
kitchen to increase its capacity,
and the bedrooms will be rebuilt.
"125 Vernon street is close to
the new Student Center and the
president's house, so we have a
good group of facilities right in
that area. Dinner for guests could
be served at the student center."
Trinity has begun negotiations to
contract Ann Beha, an architect
from Boston to design the renno-
vations. Beha is widely acclaimed
for her skill as a rennovator.
Trinity has appointed a commit-
tee to plan the exact nature of the
changes. It includes Bob Pedi-
monti of Buildings and Grounds,
as well as faculty members Marges
Bacon and Alicia Gordon (a Trinity
graduate).
The committee will determine
what kinds of facilities the house
will contain.
The project will be bankrolled by
Trinity's Capital Campaign and is
expected to cost in excess of
$700,000. The Class of 1961 has
already donated $100,000 and an-
other sizable donation has been
made, but the details were not
available at press time.
English would like the project to
be started by next fall. He wants
to make the move for the Chu-
Richardsons and the Winers to be
as convenient as possible. The
starting time for the project is also
dependent on the financing and the
architect's schedule.
Dean Winer will be moving into
the house currently occupied by
Vice President Smith. Dean Chu-
Richardson's housing has yet to be
determined.
weekend makes the task of clean-
ing the carpet extremely difficult.
In the course of working out that
problem, other possibilities for im-
provement emerged. "We thought
that while we were doing some-
thing about the floor, like redoing
it, we ought to look into other
things as well," said Chan.
Initially the construction was
planned to take place over Christ-
mas vacation, but with other ideas
in mind Chan and Gushee realized
that there was too much work to
attempt. They have no definite
date for the projected construction
as of yet.
Presently a long range plan is
being prepared by an outside ar-
chitect. This plan will then be pre-
sented on paper to Chan and
Gushee for them to review.
According to Chan, it is too early
to describe exactly what will be
done in the Cave, but one definite
goal is to redo the floor.
Several other projects are also
being considered. One possible im-
provement is the installation of
acoustic paneling on the walls to
reduce the noise level. To alleviate
the Cave's overcrowding prob-
lems, seating booths may be con-
structed in place of the tables
which are presently in use. A third
possible renovation would improve
the lighting to enhance the spa-
ciousness of the area.
None of these plans are final,
however. Gushee and Chan will not
be able to render a decision until
the architects submit their plans.
Gushee concluded, "We have so
many different ideas as to what to
do in there so we want to take
time, not rush into anything, and
it do it right."
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Congratulations to the men's hockey team for their
victory in the McCabe Tournament this past weekend.
At 5-0, the Bants are looking very strong again this year.
Though the team is doing well, they are missing one
important element - a rink.
It's a shame that a team which is playing such good
hockey is forced to practice and play their games at a
rink 15 minutes from campus. Not only is this incon-
venient for the team, but it is inconvenient for spectators
who do not have a car. This weekend's tournament is
a good indicator of the support which Trinity could expect
to receive if there was a rink on campus. Somewhere in
the neigborhood of 125 students were in attendance at
Saturday's game played at Weslyan. If that many stu-
dents were willing to drive thirty minutes away, then one
can easily imagine the attendence figures for a game
played within walking distance.
The men's team is not the only group to suffer from
the lack of a rink. Judging by the caliber of women's
sports here, it would not take long to establish an
excellent women's team. The formation of an intramural
hockey league would provide students who wish to play
on an informal basis the opportunity to get ice time.
Rinks are not good just for playing ice hockey. Time
would be set aside for free skating, and figure skating.
Student demand alone would easily be able to keep the
rink in constant use. Trinity could, however, rent out ice
time for public skating or local hockey leagues. This
would not only allow the school to regain some of its
investment, but would be excellent for community rela-
tions.
The recent fund raising campaign proves the College's
ability to raise capital for building projects. Though the
improvements being made to the women's locker room,
squash courts, and swimming pool are necessary, at
least these facilities exist. Why not take the extra step
and finalize plans to construct a rink?
Space is not a pressing concern. If the school does
not want to place it over the three tennis courts behind
the Atheletic Center, then the rink couid always be placed
over the Vernon Street Parking Lot with the knowledge
that facility would receive infinitely more use than the
lot does.
While construction of a rink is not a "hot" issue, it
is still a problem which ought to be resolved. It is time
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NOTE: The Tripod accepts and prints all letters to the editor and longer opinion
articles. All submissions should be typed and double spaced. Although there is no
limit to length, the editor reserves the right to condense letters of more than 250
words, All letters submitted by Friday, 5 p.m will be considered for publication.
Letters can be brought to The Tripod office (Jackson basement) or place in cam-
pus mail Box 1310. If there are any further questions, the editorial board can be
reached at 246-1829.
To Mr. Biagio ttucci:
I seem to have developed quite a
reputation for myself in this pub-
lication for bad-mouthing people
and not being very tactful, in fact
you could actually say blunt, and
this letter is no exception. Please
forgive me in my assumptions, I
am only too aware that you an the
ex-cop and that your assistant is
well-trained in working with MP's
and teaching them what to do,
while I am just some wise-ass col-
lege student. But, I only hope that
many of the Trinity students will
back me up on this letter. What I
have to offer is largely criticism,
and the suggestions I am making
are just what would seem to me
good ways to handle the present
situation.
First of all, anyone who knows
me, and probably a few who don't,
can attest to the fact that I am a
late-night person. In fact, this par-
ticular letter is being written on
one of those ever-so-popular Ma-
cintosh computers at Hallden at
5:00 in the morning of the day this
is due to the Tripod. The night of
Sunday-going-into-Monday of last
week was spent in my room study-
ing, and as I am a resident of El-
ton, this being very close to
Mather, every once in a while, I
would get up and walk around,
sometimes to Mather, just to keep
the juices flowing. Well, very much
to my dismay, a familiar wight
greeted my bloodshot eyes. Three
of those ever-popular navy blue
Ford Escorts with the popular yel-
low beacons on the roof were
parked in front of Mather, as was
the infamous navy blue Aerostar
van your office is proud to call your
own.
The strange part is that all night
those vehicles stayed in that lot,
and all night they developed frost
on them (sic). Just to make sure,
every time I had occasion to go
outside toward Mather, 1 felt their
hoods just to confirm my suspi-
cions. In fact, several times a little
devil appeared in my head asking
me what would happen if I should
walk into one of those open-win-
dowed, unlocked vehicles and steal
it, just to see how long it would
take for the vehicle to be noticed.
Fortunately for Trinity, and prob-
ably for myself, I did see ONE of
those parking spaces unoccupied,
and could only assume that Trinity
had one guard on duty patrolling
the entire campus singlohandedly
while the other four or five wen-
inside the office munching dormts
and keeping a well-trained eagle
eye on the cameras.
However, the problem was im-
mediately cleared up for me when
I saw your letter in the paper two
days later. 1 realised that you de-
cided to put all late-night drivmy
guards in one car or that there
were some new cars added to your
vehicle pool. Actually, I do think
that the walking guards are a fine.1
idea, but they can only do so much.
My next complaint is something
I was sure that your assistant, a
military trained man, would have
immediately taken care of, and this
question is actually directed to him.
Why, may you tell me, are there
still guards on your staff who are
substantially overweight and not,
I assume, in very strong physical
condition. I hate to pass judge-
ment, but quite frankly, I just can't
help but feel threatened by these
num. They are not intimidating in
the slightest, and if 1 was doing
anything illegal, 1 would not worry
myself about committing a crime
when I knuw that [ could break a
chase in about thirty .seconds. This
may sound like, a very harsh meus-
ure, but in the event that one of
the men on your staff sees a crime
in progress and as the police take
over thirty minutes in responding,
perhaps you could have them reach
some sort of physical standard in
perhaps a month or two like
professional police and military of-
ficers (sic). I am not suggesting
combat training, but I am not, re-
assured knowing that the best a
guard can do in the fight situation
is to call a cop.
The summation of this letter is
that I do not believe at all that
what Trinity needs is more guards.
Yes, it would he nice to have
twelve or fifteen guards a shift,
but since that is fairly unlikely, 1
simply wish that you would maxi-
mize! what you have now. If they
don't know how to watch cameras,
give them rudimentary lessons on
what to watch for and possibly
stage something every once in a
while under the cameras to keep
them alert.
Also, one night you could borrow
a car from a friend and drive,
around as inconspicuously as pos-
sible to see if the guards are doing
their job. I have received reports
from one or two of your escort
drivers that there have been times
when two Security cars have been
parked side by side on the si reel,
or in the Broad Street lot as their
drivers sat, talking fur hours at, a
time. H & (I parking lot. is also
fairly popular, I understand. I have
even heard students tell mi1 that
they have walked past. Security
cars and seen guards dozing in
their cars.
All I ask of you is that since both
of you show a general interest in
improving security at Trinity, put
in the occasional overtime at work
and see what your staff is up to.
When I drove Security two years
ago I remember a guard telling me
that Security's purpose at Trinity
was to satisfy the insurance com-
pany, becau.se they won't insure us
unless we have full-time security.
My last complaint is my most se-
rious. I have no guarantee that it
has happened under your director-
ship, nor do I actually have proof
that it ever happened, but I have
heard people tell me about certain
security, or should I say, non-se-
curity, omirrauc.es that that have
not been reported in the familiar
"Security Alert(s)". The only ac-
tual one that I heard about was a
woman last year who was sexually
attacked in front of Ferris. I was
(.old of the euphemism "sexually
attacked"; what, this means I do
not know, but I wan also told that
the alert said "No present danger
to the Trinity community." Now I
wonder, perhaps it should have
been suggested that females going
down to Ferris after dark should
bring their II>'s, That way I'm sure
they will be left alone. My only
suggestion on this problem is this:
if anything like a future attack,
sexual or non-sexual in nature,
happens again and goes mire-
ported and 1 have evidence to
prove this, I. will make sure that
Security makes its own national
news story as "Trinitygate."
Last but not least, yes, there are
several people who do live off-cam-
pus, i.e. Allen Place and other such
environs, and I myself know sev-
eral attractive young females who
fit this description, it does not
seem like a hardship to drive a
block to prevent a mugging <>•' !1
rape. Yes, the same goes for fra-
ternities.
Thank you very much for read-
ing this letter. I hope I speak for
much of the Trinity community,
and I very much hope you take this
letter to heart. Think about this:
I'd assume that, the administration
of this College would be very psy-
ched if you could improve Trinity s
sorority with your own staff, and
if you'have stuff and/or money
problems, they would be on your
side, (loud luck, and once again,
thank you for reading this letter.
Sincerely,
Douglas'Lloyd, '«!•)
Social Injustice In South Africa
To the Members of the Trinity
Community:
In South Africa, the clash be-
tween a repressive government
and the grassroots people's resist-
ance has resulted in countless in-
juries and deaths. The police have
comitted massacres in Soweto, Du-
daza, Mamelodi, and other town-
ships as well as beyond the borders
of Mozambique, Botswana and
Zimbabwe. Police and their agents,
armed vigilantes, roam the town-
ships of South Africa kidnapping
and often shooting on sight.
Elected leaders and spokespersons
of trade unions and local demo-
cratic organizations have been
found murdered. The social, polit-
ical and economic framework of
South Africa has institutionalized
inequity, and the "Arm of the
Law" has wielded a heavy hand on
the repressed.
Those involved in the people's
resistance struggle for the same
values that we, as Americans,
treasure: a democratic govern-
ment, an impartial judicial system,
and equal opportunity. In this en-
deavor, they risk life and limb.
Presently, there are !J1 men and
one woman awaiting execution in
Pretoria. These people have been
convicted on charges stemming
from the vicious repression in
South Africa. Two have already
been hung...how many more must
die as matyrs in the fight for a
representative government? Those
on Death How are now politica
prisoners. The terrorists are still
walking free. The social injustice
in South Africa is very disturbing,
and the Trinity community must
ask, "What can we do about it all?
Sincerely,
The Political Prisoners Committee
Chairpersons:
Mojaki Tnuilo. '1>1 Jackson Mwa-
lundange, '!)(! Suzanne Carroll, JU
T.seke Morathi, '!><) Victor Ng, «»
Congrats Tripod
To the Editor:
As your term as editor of the
Tripod comes to a dose, I'd like to
congratulate you for having done
a terrific job.
Under your leadership, the Tri-
pod has enjoyed one of its finest
semesters in a long time. Your ar-
ticles have consistently been well-
written and informative, the topics
have been timely and interesting,
and your lay-outs have been at-
tractive. It is obvious from the
quality of the newspaper that you
and your staff invested considera-
ble time in the Tripod this semes-
ter and it is encouraging to set
that such initiative has been re-
stored to the Tripod. It has been a
joy to read! , . ,
I wish the staff of the Inpoo
continued success in the semesteifc
ahead, and I hope that future ecu-
tors may emulate your example.
Sim't;rc4y.
Lw A. Coffin, '85 Assistant
tor of Alumni Relations
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Winer Answers IFC's Petition
by Sean Dougherty
News Editor
Dean of Students David Winer
has issued a response to the IFC
petition signed during the week of
Oct. 11-17.
The IFC petition referred mainly
to the change in the Alcohol Pol-
icy, but also insisted that the Al-
cohol Policy is only an example of
the kind of decision making they
would like halted, according to a
ranking IFC officer.
The officer further commented
that "The IFC endorsed and or-
ganized the signing of the petition
not from the position of a council
speaking on behalf of the frater-
nity and sorority members, but as
a group of Trinity students con-
cerned with student rights on cam-
pus."
The text of the petition read "the
administration grant the students
to participate actively and equally
in the future decisions involving
school policy the outcome of which
will ultimately affect the student
body."
Winer was informed his re-
sponse would be published in The
Tripod. The text of Dean Winer's
response follows:
Dear Members of the IFC,
Thanks for your letter of No-
vember 7 and the accompanying
petition. Let me provide some
background information which will
be helpful. Ultimately, the Trust-
ees, through the Trinity College
Charter, are responsible for all
phases of College operation. The
faculty, through its committee
structure which includes adminis-
trators and students (appointed or
elected by the Student Govern-
ment Association), makes policy
appropriate to its interests. The
administration has a different
mode of operation, establishing
committees as needed and ap-
pointing faculty and students in
areas that affect either body.
It is the College's tradition to
receive student input in matters as
diverse as curriculum issues, stu-
dent regulations and the appoint-
ment of faculty and
administrators. Some standing
committees of the faculty include
student representatives with full
voting privileges. Any administra-
tive committee, whose activities
have direct effect upon the stu-
dents, also includes undergradu-
ates.
The Trinity Alcohol Policy is re-
viewed annually. When the drink-
ing age changed according to
Connecitcut State Law, the com-
mittee which derived the new al-
chohol policy included a number of
students. Normally, the policy is
reviewed by the College Affairs
Committee and sometimes by an
ad hoc committee of students, ad-
ministrators and faculty. This past
year, the College Affairs Commit-
tee held its review in the spring
but the Dean of Students Office
was unable to attend to its report
until late summer. Consequently,
student representation was less
than usual. I have discussed this
issue in person with the SGA and
in written form with the IFC en-
suring substantial student repre-
sentaton during the 1987-88 year.
The Chair of the College Affairs
Committee has agreed to review
the policy again, and, in addition
to its usual number of student
representatives, include a greater
number as requested by the Presi-
dent of the SGA. He chose both
the number of individuals as well
as the representation: two from
SGA, one from IFC, one from
TAAP. The College Affairs Com-
i .ii'ip has already met, will con-
CARILLI'S PIZZA
$4.00, and our half-grinders are $1.00 less than
our competition. CARILLI'S also offers sheet pizza
for larger parties, and is open from lunch to mid-
night, Tuesday-Saturday.
CARILLI'S PIZZA IS HARTFORD'S ONLY DELI
WITH PIZZA, GRINDERS, SANDWICHES,
MEALS, SALADS, AND FREE DELIVERY! (w/
$4 min.). CARILLI'S small pizzas start at on'-
24 NEW BRITIAN AVE.
247-0514
tinue to meet, and will submit its
report to the appropriate faculty
committee and Dean of Students
Office prior to the end of the spring
term. Thus, any changes in the pol-
icy for 1988-89 will be known by
all before commencement.
The student body, through the
SGA and its representation on fac-
ulty committees, has always had
the right of participation and will
continue to do so. It is not only
your right to participate but is the
administration's wish that you do
so. After all, we want the opinions
and votes of those who will be af-
fected by policy. You can rest as-
sured that this policy holds for
future decisions.
Sincerely, David Winer, Ph.D.
Dean of Students and Associate
Professor of Psychology
Ted Curtin (center), a member of Psi Upsilon, Trinity, accepts an
award from Joanne McCormick, the Assistant Director for Blood Ser-
vices for the Greater Hartford Red Cross Chapter. The plaque was
awarded in appreciation for all the hard work PSI-U puts into running
two blood drives a year on campus. This year the PSI-U drive raised
128 pints of blood.
Ritter Founds "I Have
A Dream" Program
by Rita Danao and Mary Conley
Trinity has recently made ef-
forts to give inner-city students an
opportunity to attend college
through the new "I Have A
Dream" program.
The program is designed to give
students the incentive to finish
their secondary school education
by offering to pay for their college
tuitions, provided they remain in
school and gain acceptance to a
college or university. The program
was started last June by Alan Rit-
ter, an adjunct professor in the Po-
litical Science deapartment, and
his wife Eileen Silverstein.
Ritter and Silverstein chose the
graduating class of 57 students
from the Wish School in Hartford
as the beneficiaries of the new pro-
gram.
"We wanted a class of kids that
we thought were able to benefit
most, but that also had a lot of
potential," said Ritter.
Efforts are now being made to
assist these students, who are cur-
rently in the seventh grade, in ac-
complishing their new goal.
Earlier this spring, Ritter met
with Betty Anne Cox, Director of
External Affairs, and several pro-
fessors to plan a seven-week series
of classes to be conducted on the
Trinity campus. The classes,
taught by Trinity professors will
be broken up into four sessions
taking place next semester: on
from January 16 to February 6 and
three on Saturdays between Feb-
ruary 7 and March 12.
Transportation and lunch for the
students will be provided by the
college, and a one-hour recreation
period that may be held by Trinity
students has also been planned.
Position Openings
Marriott Educational Food
Services has several Openings
for Student Managers.
Marriott offers competitive pay
and excellent benefits.
If interested call extension 261
and ask for a manager-
"This is a new thing for all of us
at Trinity and for the 'dreamers',"
said Cox, "but I think that this
spring should be an interesting ex-
perience and a special event,"
In the meantime, counseling and
tutoring services are already being
offered to the students. Teachers
in public schools have been meet-
ing with the students twice a week
for tutoring, and Marcus Rivera,
director of the "I have A Dream"
program at the Fox Middle School
meets directly with the students to
provide counseling.
In addition, Community Out-
reach has discussed the possibility
of initiating a tutoring program
similar to those currently being
held, that would provide the stu-
dents tutors from Trinity on a one-
to-one basis.
"I'd like to see something going
in the spring," said John Fonfara,
director of Community Outreach.
Trinity has also offered to assist
participants in any "I Have A
Dream" program in paying for col-
lege expenses upon admittance to
the college.
The idea for this program origi-
nated from millionaire Eugene
Lang, who sponsored a class simi-
lar to the one from the Wish School
in East Harlem, New York.
Apporoximately 100 "I Have A





Improving the facilities in Ferris
Athletic Center is Trinity's latest
step in continuing rennovation,
Several new squash and racquet-
ball courts will be added, and other
existing facilities will be enlarged.
"We're dealing with a twenty
year cycle. That's why I pushed,"
commented Richard Hazelton, Di-
rector of Athletics, on the building
going on in Ferris. According to
Hazelton, "we hope to accomplish
three things with the new addi-
tions: increase the security of the
building, ease the circulation prob-
lem within the building, and sat-
isfy the needs of the college
community as much as we can."
There are two phases to the com-
pletion of the construction. The
first involves the enlargement of
weight room facilities to 3,000
square feet, with the addition of
new nautilus-type equipment and
more full weights. The present
weight room with nautilus ma-
chines is tentatively scheduled to
become a small mens1 locker room
that will connect to the future pool.
In the future the crew tanks will
be expanded in capacity from four
to sixteen rowers. The wrestling
room will gain 375 square feet.
The final components of Phase
One, and perhaps the main reason
construction was proposed, are the
locker areas. The womens' locker
area will be expanded into a two-
story structure. On the first floor,
the present weight room will be
changed into a small locker room
with 120 lockers, which will feed
into the future swimming pool
area.
On the second floor, the men will
lose 3000 square feet, and the
women will gain 545 new lockers,
giving them a total of 665. The
more modern part of the present
women's locker room, will become
a women's visiting team locker
room.
The women will also profit from
showers, bathrooms, and a new
steam room. According to Hazel-
ton, it will be a "more secure area,
with two entrances and combina-
tion locks on both doors."
The men will have a total of 711
lockers.
The present training room will
be fixed up to include an audio/
visual room where 35-40 people
will be able to view films, and hold
meetings.
The second phase of the con-
struction," said Hazelton, "is a
proposed plan to build a box over
the courtyard for eight squash and
two racquetball/handball courts
with an open area for spectators."
Combined with the existing
courts, the new additions would
give Trinity a total of fourteen
squash courts. When Ferris was
contracted in 1968, squash courts
had been planned, but were later
scratched because of a lack of
funding.
Hazelton regards the security of
Athletic Center units as a main
concern. "There will be a control
desk where will people will have to
show their I.D. to get into the
building," said Hazelton.
The construction was begun in
October and should be finished by
April 15. The changes were de-
signed by Creative Building Sys-
tems and engineered by Daniel F.
Tully Associates.
The construction is being fi-
nanced by the capital campaign
and will cost .$2 million.
Hazelton acknowledges that
there will be problems using the
facility during construction.
"There's going to be a lot of dis-
turbance, where people will be en-
tering the building different ways
each time they come down, but
when we get the final project fin-
ished it will be worth it," he said.
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IFC Involved In Area Affairs
by Sarah Young
IFC Correspondent
In an effort to increase their ef-
fectiveness as a campus organiza-
tion, The Interfraternity Council,
headed by f.J. Turner, has in-
volved itself with numerous phil-
anthropic activities.
The IFC agreed to help the
Hartford-Ocotal Sister City Proj-
ect by organizing fraterni* es and
sororities for the collection of such
items as pens, paper, pencils, and
paper clips for the impoverished
town of Ocotal, Nicararagua. The
IFC will also be donating $300.00
to Easter Seals.
This year the IFC has raised its
level of participation within the
Trinity community. In order to
contribute to the School's recent





Shelly Aranson was the most re-
cent speaker in a series of noon
lectures sponsored by the Wom-
en's Center. A graduate of the
Trinity IDP program, Aranson
spoke on the purpose of the Vol-
unteer Action Center (VAC), a
group for whom she now works.
Aranson discussed the role of
VAC as an intermediary between
people who want to volunteer and
non-profit organizations that need
volunteers.
She addressed the many "cre-
ative and exciting opportunities"
for people who want to volunteer,
stressing that even if one does not
have very much time to give, there
is always a way in which one can
help. "There are so many ways you
can give of yourself. Talent is
something that you can do easily
that other people find difficult,"
she said.
Some of the special programs
which the VAC has accomodate the
specific needs of different people.
Among them are the Skillsbank
and the Board Bank. The former
is for potential volunteers who do
not have much time to give. It
gives them short-term volunteer
jobs which use their particular
skills. A few of the talents needed
for Skillsbank are the ability to
write brochures, design posters,
program computers, and establish
accounting' systems.
According to Ms. Aranson, the
Volunteer Action Center also
trains volunteers, oversees a do-
nated goods clearinghouse, and
works with mental health profes-
sionals, handicapped people, teens,
and court-orderd volunteers.
Alarms Faulted
Continued from Page 1
cured in Wiggins on November 14.
To insure notification of a real fire
a more comprehensive system,
which would automatically notify
the Fire Department and Trinity
Security, would have to be in-
stalled.
Unfortunately, extensive
groundwork on the campus would
have to be done to install new
alarms. The money and inconvi-
ence of such work has currently
stalled any plans to implement
such a system. "The existing sys-
tem is not sufficient," said Chan,
"but we have to make-do with
what we have for now. The cost is
too great to install a more efficient
system."
Trinity is in the process of ne-
gotiating with a contractor to con-
nect the new dorm with the
Security Office. There is no plan to
make any changes in the other
buildings.
LeStage and Art Muldoon orga-
nized the IFC/SGA sponsored de-
bate on mandatory AIDS testing
of students. Debating on behalf of
the SGA were John Claud and
Bryan Neel. The IFC was repre-
sented by John Simikiss and Russ
Osterman. President English acted
as moderator.
The issue of campus security
has been given top priority by the
IFC. After establishing a commit-
tee exclusively concerned with the
topic of security, the Council de-
cided to have parents of IFC mem-
bers write letters voicing their
concerns about safety. The IFC
also planned to distribute fliers
containing statistics relevant to the
issue at homecoming. Both plans
were designed to raise interest and
support for an improved security
system.
The decision to distribute fliers
was cancelled, however, when
President English offered to meet
with the IFC as a gesture of good
faith. Eric Newburg and Bill How-
land met with President English,
Vice President Smith, Director of
Security Rucci, and SGA Presi-
dent Art Muldoon to discuss steps
which might alleviate the existing
problems.
Turner received a letter from
President English which stated
that he had hired off-duty police
officers for night patrol of the
campus until the security situation
has been reviewed and submitted
finalized in February.
Though the IFC feels that the
security problem has not been re-
solved, it has expressed pleasure
with the progress so far and with
President English's prompt re-
sponse to the problem.
Woodsy Owl says







When you break away this year,
do it with style.
Your College Week in Bermuda is more than just
sun, sand and sqrf.
Right from the first outrageous "College Bash"
at Elbow Beach, it's a week of unrelenting pleasure.
Spectacular seaside buffet luncheons. A calypso
and limbo festival like none other. Smashing dance-
til-you-drop beach parties, featuring Bermuda's top
rock, steel and calypso bands. Even a "Party Cruise!'
All compliments of the Bermuda Department
of Tourism.
Bermuda is all of this—and much, much more
It's touring the island on our breezy mopeds.
(Do remember to keep left!)
It's jogging on quiet country roads including
an early morning 2k "Fun Run" from I lorscshoe
Bay. It's exploring the treasures in our international
shops, playing golf on eight great courses, and
tennis on over 100 island-wide courts.
But most of all, it's the feeling you get on a tiny,
flower-bedecked island, separated from everywhere
and everything by 600 miles of sea.
This year, break away with style. See your Cam-
pus Travel Representative or Travel Agent for details.
'OilIcsc VCivks (mkages mu available week i>l April 10-16
REDMAN SPORT & TRAVEL
208 West 260th Street
P.O. Box 1322, Riverdale, NY 10471
1 (800) 237-7465
In N.Y State call collect:
(212) 796-6646
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World Outlook
SAT Criticism Unfounded
by Matthew G. Miller
Special to the Tripod
The recent flurry of discontent
as to the SAT's, leading to de-
mands from some quarters to elim-
inate the SAT's entirely or at least
make the scores optional, is noth-
ing more than a step back to the
dark ages of our recent educa-
tional past.
It is always important when
seeking to discard a system to re-
call why it was created in the first
place and why it has gained such
widespread use. Simply stated, be-
cause of variations in grading,
quality of schools, and in teaching,
it was found there was simply no
adequate way to judge the state of
our academic progress and, as a
corollary, no adequate way to
judge a student, nor the education
being received. Thus the SAT's
were created presumably because
there were too many variables in
grading, quality of schools, and
students, to enable educational au-
thorities to successfully gauge the
quality of our educational system,
and of our students, without the
nationwide standardized system of
exams which have become the
SAT's.
No one, least of all the folks in
Princeton who run the SAT's, has
ever pretended that the scores are
a perfect predictor of how well a
student will do in college. They
have merely argued that they ac
curately measure what a student
knows after leaving high school.
Obviously, any college admis-
sions officer worth his salt uses the
SAT's in conjunction with other
data.
The University of Richmond has
average SAT's which are close to
Trinity's. In their current bro-
chure, figures are given indicating
that while 17% of those candidates
who scored below the average
were admitted, 38% who scored
above the average were not ac-
cepted. In fact, 21% scoring 100
points above the average were not
admitted, while 13% scoring over
100 points below the average were
accepted. So much for the theory
that only SAT's count.
Rather than taking the SAT's to
task, we have much reason to give
them thanks. For 15 consecutive
years, commencing in the 1960's,
the SAT scores fell for both men
and women in equal measure in
both the verbal and math sections,
despite protestations that things
have never been better. Shaken to
its foundations, a presidential com-
mission in 1981 found, to virtually
unanimous approval from all spec-
trums of American political
thought, that: 1. while 12% of high
school students were in a general
track in 1964 (meaning preparing
students neither for college, nor
for a vocation, in short preparing
for nothing), by 1979 the figure
had risen to 42%; 2. in 1980, 25%
of all math courses taught in public
universities were remedial; 3.
while homework had decreased,
grades had risen, and; 4. minimum
competency exams were tending
to lower educational standards.
The committee concluded that
"for the first time in the history of
our country, the educational skills
of one generation will not surpass,
will not equal, not even approach,
those of their parents".
In the era of the late 60' and
70's, when judgements were all to
be relative, we witnessed the
greatest decline in education in our
history, and were it not for what
is now termed the "outmoded"
SAT's, America would never had
noticed it, and never would have
saved education from the same
theories which now seek to do
away with the SAT's.
Practically, the elimination of the
SAT's would do more to harm mi-
nority education than anything
since the "separate but equal" Su-
preme Court decision. The gap in
SAT scores of minority groups has
long shocked the nation, and
shocked us all, simply because it
could be seen in strict numerical
terms. The distinguished black
writer Carl Rowan has described
the scholastic difficulties of the
black youngster "from the school
of hard knocks," where poverty,
crime, drugs, hopelessness, lack of
esteem, and poor schools have
sapped the educational energies of
the ghetto youngster.
Dr. Harry Edwards, black soci-
ologist and fervent civil rights ed-
ucator, has pointed out that the
SAT's are in English, which, as he
sees it, is inexcusable because
given any sort of decent instruc-
tion at all, the gap could be sub-
stantially narrowed. Does Dr.
Edwards believe in belittling the
poor black results? No, he does not.
Rather he believes in using the
SAT's as a bludgeon to hit the
white consciousness again and
again, until black secondary edu-
cation is brought up to standard.
The elimination of the SAT's,
like it or not, will lead only to a pat
on the head, a token remedial
reading class and a job pushing a
broom for too many kids. Elimi-
nating the SAT's will only elimi-
nate the one tangible sign that the
public has to gauge the progress of
this country towards educational
quality and equality.
What are the alternatives?
Grades? A well-known small, pri-
vate college's brochure tells us that
25% of the grades given in Califor-
nia high schools are A's or A-'s.
What chance does the kid from a
school where one A or A- is given
out per class of 25 kids have
against a kid where 6 A's are given
out. Do grades vary from school to
school? The average grade at Trin-
ity is about B- (2.75), the average
grade at many colleges is 3.25. At
Trinity, 15 students a year gradu-
ate with honors; at many colleges,
almost half the student body grad-
uates cum laude.
How about class standings?
What with over 20,000 high
schools in America, how does one
compare a school where 95% of
their students go to college as
compared to a school where 5% of
the students go on to college? How
can an admissions officer compare
a school in Iowa to a school in Ten-
nessee? Is finishing in the top half
of Exeter the same as finishing in
the top half of Vocational Tech?
What about the student essay?
How does the kid in the ghetto
school that Dr. Edwards talks
about where they don't teach
grammar, write a comparable
composition to the student who
took Shakespeare as a freshman in
high school?
Last year, Trinity received con-
siderable publicity when USA To-
day ranked it as one of the 16 most
selective college in the country,
with a large part of the ranking
being predicated upon the SAT's.
How does a college receive acclaim
in this day and age? If the school
is Yale, it need not worry, but
other than that it is by winning the
Rose Bowl, which Trinity is unfor-
tunately not about to do, or by
amassing a reputation which like
it or not is gained in large measure
from its SAT's. To pooh-pooh the
SAT is merely to cheapen the de-
gree of every Trinity graduate.
How does a high school student
and his family then choose a col-
lege if SAT's are meaningless or
not compulsory? Depend on col-
lege brochures?
How about "a combination of
philosophical conviction and edu-
cational commitment has resulted
in a belief on the part of the college
that all students should be exposed
to the finest of mankind's achieve-
ments in the humanities, social sci-
ences and sciences."
Or, "Since 1846, our commit-
ment to academic excellence and
clear sense of purpose have made
our education distinctive; we offer
today's students a learning envi-
ronment which is concerned with
values, sensitive to career expec-
tations, and focused on the needs
of the individual."
Or a school that "believes that
by maintaining a rigorous curricu-
lum grounded in the liberal arts
and sciences, it can most effec-
tively help its students discover
their strengths, develop their in-
dividual potential, and prepare
themselves for lives that are both
satisfying and valuable to others".
The first quote is from a Mid-
Atlantic States school with SAT's
of 865. The second is from a Mid-
western school with SAT's of 928,
the third is from this year's Trinity
catalogue, where the freshman
class had SAT's in the 1185 range.
Long live Madison Avenue, for
to eliminate the SAT's would do
little to make the high school sen-
ior and his parents prey to every
academic huckster in the country.
Are SAT's everything? Of course
not. As Trinity Admissions Direc-
tor Donald Dietrich has pointed
out, this year's entering class of
'91 is one of the most distinguished
classes to enter Trinity. However,
that hardly makes the class of '90,
whose SAT scores were a few
points higher, any less distin-
guished. Director Dietrich's point
is, of course, that a few points one
way or the other are not the ulti-
mate determination of worth, a
point which is obviously valid.
Of equal importance is that we
oppose setting ourselves up or al-
lowing others to set us up for the
trap of the 60's and 70's wherein
SAT scores sink substantially over
the years and is excused on the
basis that scores are irrelevent and
anyhow, the kids are great kids.
This is not what is happening at
Trinity but is what happened in
this country in past decades.
Once we stop dealing in con-
cretes and start dealing in ab-
stracts, Trinity and similar schools
then allow themselves to go into
competition with far lesser schools
to see who can line up the most
impressive set of adjectives to de-
scribe themselves.
The SAT's have contributed too
much to the salvaging of our edu-
cational system to be place on the
scrap heap. The SAT's have
pointed out the shambles of black
public school education by disclos-
ing the stunning fact that white
public school students outscore
private school students by 2 points,
but that black public school kids
score 72 points below black private
school kids. Trinity has gained far
too fine a reputation, based in good
measure upon its lofty SAT scores
to sanction the dismantling of the
SAT system.
Let's not sneer at ourselves, let's
keep the SAT's.
Wall Street Job Market Turning Bearish
by David Molner
Tripod Financial Writer
In the wake of Black Monday's
disaster, many are feeling the
crunch of a dried-up job market.
From L.A. to New York, the "yup-
i-xes" of yesterday are the bellboys
and mendicants of today.
High-flying investment bankers,
many of whom previously enjoyed
six-figure salaries, have become
the casualties of a Wall Street war
against excess expenditure. Solo-
mon Brothers of New York, per-
haps the most prestigious banking
house, is offering $50,000 to any
of their recently hired market an-
alysts (in the two-year program)
who will leave. 50 G's to walk out
the door; would you?
Well, think twice before padding
your pocket. Solomon Brothers
does not operate like Publisher's
Clearing House; when they're of-
fering you fifty thousand to walk,
it's going to be a long walk. For
the business class job candidate
with professional training, jobs are
more than scarce; they're virtually
non-existent.
"I was thinking of interviewing
at an investment banking firm,"
said one Harvard Business School
student. "Now I don't know where
I'll go, but it won't be banking."
One former associate at the First
Boston Corporation assessed the
situation like this: "It's like there
are patches of 'employment
eczema.' Everything's dried up;
they just turn you away."
The tragedy here is almost a
droll spoof on what has emerged
today as "high-risk" jobs. The peo-
ple in powerful financial positions
today are often the people who
could lose their shirts in one after-
noon. Many of them did. The silly
irony is that, after five years of
exploiting a bull market, who is
going to feel sorry for these peo-
ple?
Who can say that FTD has not
been strained to fill all the orders
for a dozen roses and a card say-
ing, "Hope you get the Ferrari
back- give my love to Tad and
Muffy"? You wanna play, you
gotta pay.
The rest of the country is happy
as a lark. Employment is at 5.9%,
and interest rates are cheap. So
who expects us to cry for that poor
guy trying to pawn a Hermes tie?
One might likely ask what choice
these people have. Interestingly
enough, as an outgrowth of the
cutbacks in market analyst hiring,
many firms have actually in-
creased staff in the foreign cur-
rency trading departments.
"We're up all night around here,"
said one worker at Kidder Pea-
body. As the yen reached its forty-
year high against the dollar re-
cently, the money market floors of
most big firms have been wildly
tracking the Tokyo and Bonn mar-
kets. Furthermore, this level of ac-
tivity can be expected to continue
as long as the Federal Reserve
Board keeps interest rates low and
lets the dollar slide. Board Chair-
man Alan Greenspan, who is tem-
porarily caught between a rock and
a hard place, has been forced to
avoid recession at the expense of
letting the dollar slip further, and
when one is that certain where the
dollar is going, there is a lot of
money to be made.
The entire nature of the post-
graduate school job market is likely
to change in the coming months.
Investment bank positions, which
formerly held an unmatched cachet
among business school graduates,
have now fallen to third or fourth
place on the list. Some may flock
to Madison Avenue advertising
firms, who have turned the crash
into a field of marketing witticisms
such as the Swatchwatch Compa-
ny's "Maybe it's time to sell your
Rolex." But then again, maybe it's
time to simply sell short.
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Announcements
For Your Info:
"An Evening with Chekhov"
will be performed by Mohammad
B. Ghaffari from Thursday, Dec.
10 through Saturday, Dec. 12 at 8
p.m. at the Austin Arts Center.
General admission for the perfor-
mance is $8. Tickets for students
and senior citizens cost $5. For
more information, call 527-8062.
ATTENTION - ALL JUNIORS
WHO WILL BE AWAY SPRING
SEMESTER: If you are interested
in applying for a senior inter-
viewer position in the Admissions
Office, please contact the Admis-
sions Office immediately.
The deadline for applications for
Hartford Consortium for Higher
Education's grants is Feb. 19. In-
formation about the grants may be
obtained from Trinity's Consor-
tium Council representative Anne
Zartarian, Director of Financial
Aid, or from Leslie G. Desman-
gles, Department of Religion and
Area Studies. Application infor-
mation may be obtained from the
Hartford Consortium Office, 260
Girard Avenue, Hartford, CT
06105 (telephone 236-1203).
Judicial internships are now
available for spring semester. Get
an inside look at the court system
and how it really works. For more
information call Rosanne Purtill at
566-8350.
Mike Pangan, Good Luck on Ex-
ams, Vacation is almost here!!! —
Your Secret Santa.
The Writing Center will be hold-
ing a workshop, conducted by Bev-
erly Wall, for all interested Trinity
students on "Writing Essay Ex-
ams". The workshop will be held
on Thurs., Dec. 10 11-12:30 p.m.
at the English Dept.(115 Vernon
St.). Enrollment is limited to 20.
To register call Mrs. Norkin at
x329.
Link recording artists Winter
Hours will perform 90 minutes of
live music on "The Living Edge,"
WESU-FM's (88.1 FM) live alter-
native radio comeert series, on
Wednesday, Dec. 9, at 9 p.m.
Dec. 9 is the last day to DROP
COURSES and last day to change
a PASS/FAIL to a LETTER
GRADE. The Registrar's Office
hours are 8:30 to 4:30.
Two exhibits titled "Once Upon
a Time: Illustrated Editions of the
Classic Fairy Tales" and "Bill Hil-
debrandt's Teaching Aids & Other
Scribal Ephemera" will be held in
the Watkinson Library through
Sunday, Jan. 31,1988. The exhibit
will be open 8:30 a.m. through 4:30
p.m., Monday through Friday and
9:30 a.m. through 4:30 p.m., Sat-
urdays when the college is in ses-
sion. Free admission.
"Modern Finance: Creating or
Destroying Value" will be the topic
of the George M. Ferris Lecture in
Corporation Finance at 8 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 8, in Boyer Audito-
rium of the LSC.
The Trinity College Newman
Club invites all interested persons
to join then in a celebration of the
Christmas season and spirit. There
will be a special Christmas service
on Thursday, Dec. 10, at 7 p.m. in
the Chapel. Following the service,
anyone interested in carolling will
meet, leaving for the nearby Ga-
bles Convalescent Home at ap-
proximately 7:30 p.m. After
carolling, there will be cocoa and
cookies back at the Chapel. We in-
vite all to come celebrate with us!
Earn a free trip to Jamaica for
spring break 1988. Contact Sun
Splash Tours INC. at 1-800-426-
7710 or at 212-967-4854.
Modern Language Students!
Come to a Holiday Party, Friday,
Dec. 11, from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. in
the Modern Languages Lounge in
the basement of Seabury (SH-42E).
Special international delicacies will
be served.
A juried exhibit titled "Connect-
icut Women Artists" will be held
in Widener Gallery of the Austin
Arts Center through Friday, Doc.
11 at 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. daily. Free
admission.
Personals:
To the Parisian ma Belles:
You're the best! Vous mo manque.
Pensez aux vacanccs de fevricr ou
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. . .invites you to considers, career in teaching.
Colgate University offers the Masters of Arts in Teaching
degree to liberal arts graduates interested in teaching
high school science, mathematics, English, and social
studies. Generous financial aid is available to qualified
students. For more information write to: George E. De
Boer, Chairperson, Department of Education, Colgate
University, Hamilton, NY 13346/Phone: (315) 824-1000.
Beat the winter doldrums!!













Winter Intersession Courses, Weekdays
December 28 through January 15
(or try our sampler of credit-free courses)










C O L L E G r
Sophomores and Juniors: Aetna Life Insurance Company will hold on-campus inter-
views for their summer intern program. If you are interested, submit a cover letter,
resume and transcript (unofficial is fine) by Friday, December 18th, to the Career
Counselling Office. See the yellow summer notebook (#1/Business) for details.
Students from the Boston Area: The Bank of Boston will host a Careers in Banking
Seminar on Wednesday, December 30th at 3:00 in Boston. A reception and Career
Fair, at which you can submit resumes for both summer and full time positions, will
follow. You must RSVP to the Bank of Boston. Pick up an invitation at Career Coun-
seling. Underclass students are encouraged to attend.
Seniors: *Numerous organizations have indicated an interest in receiving resumes
from Trinity seniors. Check the pink notebook for details on the companies and posi-
tions. Resumes ( and supporting information ) must be submitted to Career Counsel-
ing by Friday, December 18th. *If you are interested in on-campus recruiting, a list
of 1988 recruiters is now available.
•Students selected for interviews at the New York and Boston Consortia . . . there is
a required meeting on Wednesday, December 9th at 4:00 in McCook Auditorium.
The Career Counseling Office will be open over the holiday break 8:30-4:30 (closed
12:00-1:00) except for December 24, 25, 31 and January 1. There will be no Drop-In
hours over break.
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Arts
Little Prince Was Mesmerizing
by Lisa Schroeder
Assistant Arts Editor to be
Last Thursday through Sunday,
the Theatre and Dance Depart-
ment presented The Little Prince,
a play adapted from the book The
Little Prince by Antoine de Saint
Exupery. "The concept and de-
sign" for this intriguing and unique
production was "developed out of
a course in Asian Dance/Drama
taught by Judy Dworin." It was a
brilliantly conceived piece of art-
istry which delighted and mesmer-
ized, and I might add one which
could be enjoyed on all levels, from
the simple to the complex, and by
people of all ages. It was a truly
wonderful production.
Elise Risher was remarkable as
the Little Prince due to her ability
to portray the innocence and the
disillusionment of a child. Her per-
formance greatly complimented
that of Mark Wlodarkiewicz, who
adeptly performed the parts of
both a narrator and the aviator
who befriends the Little Prince.
Wlodarkiewicz's performance
clearly portrayed the transforma-
tion of the aviator from a "strange
grownup" to an an enlightened
young man. Other outstanding
performances included that of
Chris Weller as a clown who enter-
tained the audience throughout the
play, Dave Barone as the subject-
less but nonetheless grand king,
and Laura Martin as the very
beautiful but conceited rose. Al-
though Martin's lines were said by
the narrators, she put life into the
Mark Wlodarkiewicz played a narrator/aviator in this past weekend's "The Little Prince.
words through her gestures and
expressions and created an excep-
tionally expressive character.
The performance was greatly
enhanced by the mystical quality
of the music composed by Andre
Gribou and performed by Andre
Gribou, David Chalfant, and Meg
Watters
I am an unexperienced arts
critic, but The Little Prince was
the most enjoyable performance
Photo by Susan Mulk
that I have seen in my 3 years at
Trinity. Not only did it make me
think, but it was also an enlight-




JAN 17-MARCH 6 — "American Drawings and
Watercolors". Wadsworth Atheneum.
MUSIC
DEC. 11 — "A Woman's Life and Love" - a program
of romantic arias by Schubert, Faure, Meyerbeer.
Unitarian Meeting House. For information call 278-
2073.
DEC. 21-23 — "Classics by Candlelight" - a holiday
concert. Hartford Chamber Orchestra, Avon Old
Farms School Refectory. For information call 527-
Q713.
THEATRE
NOW - DEC. 19 — "The Voice of the Prarie", by John
Olive. Hartford Stage Company. For information call
527-5151.
DEC. 11-17: "Our Town". Thornton Wilder. Long
Wharf Theatre, New Haven. 50th Anniversary Pro-
duction. For information call (203) 787-4282.
JAN. 19-24 — "CATS". The Bushnell Theatre. For in-
formation call 246-6807.
Avis : Behind The Lines
by Sandy Burke and Lisa Schroe-
der
Arts Staff to be
This Tuesday and Wednesday,
December 8th and 9th in Garmany
Hall at 8:00 p.m., Avis Hatcher will
be presenting her senior project,
entitled Behind the Lines. Miss
Hatcher, a Theatre and Dance ma-
jor, is being directed by Lenora
Champagne and Ken Festa.
Behind the Lines is a collection
of excerpts from various prose and
poetry, including selections from
such famous works as Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof, A Street Car Named De-
sire and Uncle Vanya,. Over the
summer Hatcher collected the var-
ious components of her hour-long
monologue and has been arranging
and rearranging since then with
the help of Champagne and Festa.
The final draft of Behind the
Lines came to Hatcher as she was
struggling to write her senior the-
sis. "I had many things to say, but
the problem was how to put them
on paper. This is really for anyone
who has had something to say and
not known how to reach it."
Miss Hatcher has been involved
with the Dance department at
Trinity since her freshman year.
She was a member of the Trinity
Dance Club and choreographed
Birdland in her first year here.
Sophomore year she went on to
become vice president of the Dance
Club and she began her involve-
ment with the Theatre Depart-
ment in Hamlet Machine. Her
"big break" in dance came her jun-
ior year when she danced with the
New Britain Opera Company in La
Traviata. Other theatre and dance
productions with which she has
been involved in some capacity in-
clude Spring Awakening, Swee-
ney Todd, Fire Bugs and Eating
Around the Nuts. "I've learned a
lot about how things are run from
being in both the Theatre and
Dance Departments....things
which I never thought I would
learn, but which will ultimately be
helpful."
The completed version of her
senior project is a portrayal of a
young woman writer struggling to
overcome writer's block. In de-
scribing the frustration which she
conveys in her hour-long piece,
Hatcher says, "If I were a painter
I could paint, if I were a dancer I
could dance - I'm a writer, but I
can't reach it."
After seeing a special preview of
her piece, it is obvious that Avis
has reached out and grasped her
art and the meaning behind it. The
experience she portrays is one
which everyone has gone through
and can identify with. This perfor-
performance is one which should
not be missed
Avis Hatcher will be presenting her senior project "Behind The Lines"
this Tuesday and Wednesday.










An Evening With Chekhov,
performed by Mohammed Ghaf-
fari, will be presented at Trinity
College, December 10-12 at 8:00
p.m. in Goodwin Theatre. The per-
formance will be in three sections.
The first two, Summer in Country
and Grief, are derived from Anton
Chekhov's short stories. The third
is a one-act play entitled The
Harmfulness of Tobacco. Summer
in Country was originally a work
intended for two actors, but is has
been adapted so that Ghaffari
could effectively act out the story
himself.
Grief is the story of an alienated
coachman who finds solace from
his suffering not in the people
whom he encounters, but rather in
a far more unlikely figure. The
presentation of Grief Mr. Ghaffari
is greatly enhanced by the music
of a setar, a Persian stringed in-
strument similar to a harp. The fi-
nal section of the evening's
program is The Harmfulness of To-
bacco, a revealing monologue of a
troubled and harried husband. Al-
though on the surface this piece
appears to be comical, it is more
complex upon closer examination,
Ghaffari is a Theatre and Dance
artist in residence this year and is
currently teaching acting. He has
appeared in international festivals
in London, Paris and Belgrade.
Says Ghaffari, "Chekhov is unique.
He is the first playwright who
could mix comedy and tragedy so
closely. These one-act plays are
very much like Charlie Chaplin
movies — they evoke a laugh, but
at the same time, sympathy. Good
theatre shows us the truth of our
humanity. We see ourselves as re-
pulsive and dirty; beautiful and
pure. We see both sides of the coin
and we are free to decide for our-
selves (the nature of human expe-
rience)."
Other schools that will be host-
ing An Evening With Chekhov
are New Hampshire College, Co-
lumbia and Brown. The perfor-
mance at Trinity will be the first
of the series. An Evening With
Chekhov is a performance pass
event. Tickets are available
through the Austin Arts Center
Box Office. Reservations may be
made by calling 527-8062.
The Writing Center
announces




After hearing so many bite and
pieces of visiting Professor Mar-
garet Randall's life this past se-
mester, attendants at her poetry
reading in Buyer Auditorium on
Wednesday, December 2 had the
pleasure; (and pain) of hearing a lot
more, this time in Randall's own
words. In his introduction of Ran-
dall to the audience, Professor
Hugh Ogden called her, "sharing
in the flesh". Such words carry
with them promises of a certain
intimacy and honesty on the part
of the poet,, promises which Ran-
dall fulfilled.
Randall has been characterized
as a "political poet", a term which
intimidates those of us who do not
have adequate knowledge of the
political situation in Nicaragua and
other Latin American countries,
with which she is involved. How-
ever, even Randall's so called "po-
litical" poems are not remote
because she views the personal
and the political as inseparable.
She draws a perceptive link be-
tween two significant parts of her
own life, war and incest, by dis-
cussing how they are alike. Though
one is political and the other inti-
mate, she sees war and incest us
similar in that both are a kind of
invasion.
Most of the poems which Randall
chose to read are from liar most
recent collection, Memory Says
Yes. These poems demonstrate
Randall's awareness of her own
evolution as a human being. She
opened with a return to her child-
hood in a poem entitled Under the
Stairs, then progressed to her first
political demonstration and finally
to words about her mode of
expression of her beliefs today in
The Gloves. She recalled a time
"when Presidents still died natural
deaths" and "wars were O.K." and
recaptured the naivete of child-
hood in a way that seemed even
more bittersweet in light of her
political commitment today. In The
Gloves, she says that "the world is
older and I in it am older," a phrase
which resonated in my mind for
the rest of the reading. Randall
projects a kind of sincere accept-
ance ant knowledge about the
world and her responsibility to it.
Perhaps Randall's serenity de-
rives from her belief in a positive
manifestation of human power, a
collective spirituality which can be
used to heal and change the world.
In Thi' Mornimj I Druamed My
Children, Randall tells us of the
writer Audrey Lord's bout with
cancer. On the morning of her
friend's operation, Randall and
many others awaken and whisper
Audrey's name, thus sending their
energy to this woman. The repeti-
tion of names is a device used fre-
quently by Rum lull in her poems.
The names which are so predom-
inant in Randall's poems, when
spoken in the voice of tin; poet, had
the effect of spirits being evoked.
She intermingles Spanish and
American names, and the specific-
ity of "Carol" and ".limenu" con-
vinces us that Randall knew each
of the people of whom she speaks.
In calling the victims of invasion,
repression, and revolution by
name, Randall usks us to think of
these atrocities in human terms.
Randall also read from a book of
poems called, This Is About In-
cest, which she wrote to work
through the problems of incest and
help others do the sumo. The
poems from this book and the ones
which deal with her deportation
struggle with the United States
government, are intensely personal
and show the degree to which Ran-
dall is willing to give of herself and
her experiences for others.
Toward the end of the reading,
Randall read a piece which she had
written that day, a prose p° e m
which she said, "really belongs to
Trinity". Entitled, Ninety Miles as
Seen From, tlw Trinity College
Campus, the poem encompasses
many of the themes which are the
subjects for Randall's poems: the
reality of events in Cuba and Latin
America and the way that this
reality can be distorted by lan-
guage, her love for her daughter
in Cuba, and the inadequacy of
words in conveying real meaning.
In her willingness to create inti-
macy between herself and her au-
dience, Margaret Randall shows
the characteristic of human beings
which is most awe-inspiring: that
we can take even the most terrible
experiences and begin to heal our-
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One of the big eighties trends
that seems to be here to stay is
women with muscular bodies. It's
not enough to be skinny anymore;
now we have to be able to flex our
little biceps and show off defined
calves. All the women's magazines
devote at least three articles each
month to singing the praises of ex-
ercise, so women dutifully troop
off to exercise class, hoping to re-
turn transformed into Brooke or
Paulina.
A few lucky women have been
blessed with the competetive
spirit, so they can get their exer-
cise on the playing field, as men
have done for so long. However,
those of us who find running up
and down a muddy field while
wielding wooden sticks and wear-
ing short polyester skirts unap-
pealing must turn elsewhere for
what has been termed "sustained
aerobic activity" (no matter what
you call it, it still gives you back
pain and aches in places where you
didn't think you had muscles).
Thus, welcome the creation of
aerobic dance. After attending my
aerobics class during Thanksgiv-
ing break, I became convinced of
three things: there is an activity
more ridiculous than slam dancing,
women will do anything if some-
one tells them it will get rid of the
flab on the backs of their thigns,
and finally, the universe is absurd.
Perhaps conclusion number
three won't seem justified until I
describe the scene at my aerobics
class: Twenty nine women pranc-
ing around the recreation room of
the Lutheran church at 8:30 a.m.
on a Saturday morning. But that's
not all. Each of us is carrying one
- pound hand weights and flailing
our arms about wildly. The in-
structor wears a shiny pink body-
suit and zebra - patterned leggings,
and she is urging us to sing along
with the music. If we weren't
gasping for air, this wouldn't be all
that difficult, as the lyrics of the
song consist of three words: I love
men. The female vocalist just keeps
repeating the words over and over
again in her electronically en-
hanced voice.
After the "aerobic" portion of
the class, we must lie down on our
sides and lift and lower one leg, a
movement which always reminds
me of a dog about to relieve itself.
The teacher walks among us in or-
der to check our positions, and she
continually reminds us to imagine
we're balancing a glass of water
on the leg we're working, a visu-
alization which is supposed to keep
us in the proper body alignment.
"Now, look. You've spilled your
glass of water," she says as she
kneels down and pulls my leg into
an even more unnatural position
than I've managed on my own. I
stifle an urge to abandon the ex-
ercise altogether and kick my in-
structor in the teeth. Now, that
would be a more natural position
for my leg.
More humiliating than any con-
torted positions that aerobics class
requires is the fact that the in-
structors look better at forty then
most twenty year - olds I know. Of
course, I suppose anyone who
spends three hours a day jumping
up and down to Michael Jackson
deserves to look pretty good, but
such physical perfection might be
achieved at the expense of one's
sanity. I am watching for signs of
mental deterioration in my aero-
bics instructors, but they seem re-
newed by each release of a new
Madonna single. When you are
leaping around to a Madonna song
which sounds like the Madonna
song you leaped around to four
years (and 10 lbs.) ago, you begin
to develop a real appreciation for
sixties music. Aerobics never
would have made it in the sixties -
Simon and Garfunkel weren't
frenzied enough, and Janis Joplin
didn't have a steady eight beat line.
Perhaps aerobics isn't the ideal
exercise, but it is worth a few good
laughs, especially if you can talk
some men into coming to class. A
couple of courageous ones have
come on occasion, and nothing is
funnier than watching thorn try to
swivel their hips and skip in time
with Madonna's "Like a Virgin." I
guess I'd look about that comical
tripping around a football field.
"Hey, you thinking of
abroad next semester?"
"Yeah, I was thinking maybe the
Rome Campus, or else East An-
glia. I don't really know."
"Yeah, me neither."
Have you ever hoard thin conver-
sation, or one like it? Some time
around mid-Sophomore year, dia-
lougue like this becomes some-
thing of a cliche. The idea of
studying abroad is great, but all
too often students only consider
the most common programs as a
foreign experience!.
This semester at least two stu-
dents are studying off the beaten
path. Jennifer Kehl and Pike Pe-
ters are currently studying at
PRESHCO (Programa de Estu-
dios Hispanicos en Cordoba) in
Cordoba, Spain, Now in its sixth
year, PRESHCO is run by six
American colleges and universities
(Brown, Oberlin, Smith, Trinity,
Wellesley, and the College of
Wooster) and offers classes in Lit-
erature, History, Language, Art,
Music, and Economics.
Trinity Coordina-
tor Arnold L. Kerson believes that,
although there are programs in
larger cities such as Barcelona and
Madrid, PRESHCO has more to
offer a student in many ways,
First, the fact that there are no
other foreign programs in Cordoba
makes the process of cultural im-
mersion infinitely easier. Without
having to work and live with tour-
ists and English-speakers, the stu-
dents aru forced to confront
Spanish culture and language di-
rectly. The nineteen American stu-
dents in PRESHCO are the only
ones in Cordoba so they are treated
as if they were special. This kind
of attention gives the students a
feeling of acceptance that can open
up a world of opportunities.
A situation like this is probably
the best of all possibilities in terms
of the foreign experience, al-
though as in all eases the program
will only give in terms of what it
gets from the student. The Span-
ish education system itself is in-
volved with encouraging students
to work on their own and achieve
for themselves, just as the lifestyle
there would demand the same at-
tention.
Jennifer Kehl particularly en-
joys their position in Cordoba,
While being special to the people
in Cordoba itself, she gets to live
with Spanish students in the dorms
rather than with a family so she
doesn't have to "exchange inde-
pendence for culture." Pike Peters
has a more simple view of the Cor̂
doba school life: "There's a lot to
do, a lot to eat, a lot to drink. I like
that."
There are a few requirements to
wade through, unfortunately, if
one wishes to become a part of this,
but these can be worked out. The
important thing to remember is
that there are a lot of important
programs out there with plenty to
offer. Next time you stop by the
Foreign Study office, why not look
them up, and by the way — why
not make PRESHCO one of them?
On the Long Walk
What is your favorite method of
procrastination? by Laurie Carlson and DianeManning
^^^^,^/^g^l
Henry Hamilton, '89 "Sitting in
the Cave watching people go by." Dave Ferrucci, '89 "Sleeping."
Heather Watkins, '91 "Reading
magazines, flipping through radio
stations, or sometimes if I'm really
desperate, doing laundry or clean-
ing my room. I just went to the
bookstore and read all the Christ-
mas cards."
Vikki Robinson, '88 "Sleeping
and talking to friends. Thinking
about what I should be doing - I
spend hours doing that."
Mike Kendricks, '91 "Watching
T.V."
Tom Kramer, '91 "Wandering
everywhere, moving towards work
but stopping in friends' rooms -
that way I feel like I'm doing
something."
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Experiences at The Center Of MTV Competition
by Eric Hammerstrom
Special To The Tripod
This past Thursday, November
26th, 1987, self-proclaimed couch
potato Steve Safran, a Trinity Col-
lege sophomore from Wayland
Massachusetts, embarked upon a
mission. Little did he know he
would gain permanent notoriety
for his efforts.
Safran traveled to New York
City and appeared on the MTV ga-
meshow, "Remote Control." MTV
conducted a search for individuals
with extremely trivial knowledge
on college campuses throughout
the east coast, and Steve was cho-
sen to appear on the comedy/game
show after he auditioned at Trin-
ity. He is the first of several Trin-
ity students who will appear on the
show, and if Safran's performance
is any indication of how enlight-
ened Trinity students are to bits of
useless information, the next Ban-
tams to appear on the show can
expect to come back to school with
up to $6000 in prizes.
Safran arrived at Matrix Stu-
dios, run by MTV, at 12:30pm Fri-
day, and was taken to a completely
empty room where he waited with
eleven other contestants. After
hours of explanations pertaining to
the show's rules, contestants were
grouped for four separate tapings
of the "Remote Control." Safran
tape session was not until 5:15pm,
"When we were in the waiting
room I was really nervous," Saf-
ran explained. "I was pacing
around. I think I was making the
other contestants nervous, too. So,
the coordinator, Lisa, came over
and asked me if I was O.K. and if
I really thought I'd be able to do
this. I guess she was afraid I'd have
an attack of the Cindy Brady syn-
drome or something. She calmed
me down. I owe my winning to her,
but I'm not giving her any of my
prizes."
The MTV gameshow is divided
into two rounds of obscure ques-
tions about old T.V. sitcoms and
music. The contestant with the
most points following these two
rounds goes on to the "prize
round." The contestant has thirty-
five seconds to identify a total of
nine videos that are shown on nine
separate televisions, simultane-
ously.
The show's set is designed to
look like the gameshow host's
basement. A studio audience is
present for the taping.
Safran describe that "for the
first two rounds we sat in these
big, huge, ugly, oversized lounge
chairs that were pink and green.
But for the prize round I was
strapped onto a Kraft-matic ad-
justable bed... Don't ask."
Steve answered some amazing
questions. He dominated the op-
position. "I lead from the very be-
ginning and I never looked back,"
he commented.
Following his correct answer of
"Dentist" to the question; "Ru-
dolph's friend Hermie was un-
happy being and elf. What did he
want to be?" the gameshow host
asked, "what sort of genetic freak
of nature are you?"
The prizes Steve won included a
stereo, a compact disc player, a
cordless telephone, and a trip for
two to Jamaica.
"I went nuts when I won the
trip," cited the walking re-run.
"This really gorgeous co-host came
over to congratulate me, and I was
so excited that I squeezed the
schlitz out of her."
Steve hasn't decided who will ac-
company him to Jamaica. The prize
is for a week-long vacation at a
"couples resort," so his companion
on the trip must be a female...
"which is nice."
"I think I now have a really good
pick-up line to use the next time
I'm down at the View," Safran
noted.
"Now I've got all these really
generous friends offering to help
distribute my winnings and join
me in Jamaica."
The taped session of the "Re-
mote Control" will appear on MTV
on December 23rd, at 7:00pm,
EST. Steve can watch the show in
the television he won.
Safran commented, "What a
country this is, when we can be
rewarded for knowing absolutely
everything about absolutely noth-
ing."
Who says watching television is
a waste of time.
Working With The Neighborhood
by Jeff Kriebel
There is an institution in Hart-
ford that enjoys a growing popu-
larity with Trinity students. No,
it's not an insurance company; it's
the Hartford Neighborhood Cen-
ter, and it offers unique opportun-
ities for us as well as the Hartford
residents that it serves. Trinity
students are being used increas-
ingly in tutoring and organizing
activities for inner - city Hartford
youths. The kids range in age from
ten to sixteen years, and they will
surprise you with their enthusiasm
and receptivity.
To give you an idea of what is
possible with the Center, I would
like to describe my own experience
with Pete Wlochowski, a twenty -
five year veteran of working with
inner - city youths. On November
Senior Sails To Top Of Competition
by Jen Osborne and Ann Luke
Tripod Staff Writers
When Trinity senior Alyce Ro-
binson and her sister, Denise, de-
cided to form a sailing team, they
never imagined that they would
rank ninth among sixty boats in
the Women's World Sailing Com-
petition, held in Newport, R.I.
While most teams practice and
race together for as long as nine
years, Alyce and her teammates
formed their group only two
months before the competition.
This summer, Alyce and her sister
participated in co - ed Thursday
night regattas in Newport. Placing
in the top ten percent of all com-
petitors, they qualified for the
Women's World.
Many women compete in the
Women's World in order to pre-
pare for the Olympics, and most
practice as frequently as every
day. Being in college, Alyce was
restricted to practicing only on the
weekends with her teammates.
Three of her teammates, Nikki
Biddle, Eva Ingell, and Anne-So-
phie Clingsford, were from Swe-
den. Alyce and her sister
comprised the remaining two to
complete the five people needed for
a team.
Sixty boats from all over the
world come together in Newport
for the Women's World competi-
tion. They hail from places such as
Australia, England, California,
Chicago, and Newport. Alyce and
her crew represented Newport in
the competition. Her sister Denise
was captain of the boat.
Most of the participants are
sponsored by large companies, like
Mass Mutual, but Alyce's team did
not have this advantage. Luckily,
they had connections in the family
to help them acquire a boat.
Alyce's brother is part owner of J
- World, a sailing school and man-
ufacturer of the J - 24 boat. J -
World has branches in Newport,
San Fransisco, and Key West. The
Newport branch held a raffle to
give away a J - 24 boat, and five
elderly ladies who knew virtually
nothing about sailing won. They
offered to let Denise use the boat
in exchange for free sailing lessons
and maintenance of the J - 24. The
team later used the boat for
competition.
The races took place from Octo-
ber 2 through 9, and Alyce took a
week off from school to partici-
pate. Most of the competitors had
graduated from college. In fact,
Trinity's own Alyce was one of the
youngest to participate. The team
raced every day from 8:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Winds often rose to as
much as 15 to 20 knots. Going into
the last day of the competition,
Alyce and her teammates were in
third place, but the winds shifted
and they experienced some diffi-
culties. They rounded out the races
placing ninth overall.
After the completion of the
races, Alyce and teammates took
part in an awards ceremony spon-
sored by Rolex. They were es-
corted to an ornate mansion by
chauffeurs, where they were sur-
rounded by fancy decorations and
ice sculptures. The team was pre-
sented with a silver platter for
their placement in the races.
Alyce has been sailing since the
age of approximately three. She
and her brother and sister have all
been heavily involved in sailing
throughout their lives. Alyce has
taught sailing in New London, CT
for the past four summers. When
we inquired as to whether or not
she planned on making a career of
sailing, she replied, "It will always
be something I can fall back on."
For now, she is out of the water
and plans to graduate with a major
in Computer Graphics. Yet she
thoroughly enjoyed her experience
in the Women's World, and hopes
to continue sailing as a compete-
tive sport and pasttime.
21, Pete and a guide from the Wil-
derness School, Roy Charette, took
three "adventure groups" —
twenty five young neighborhood
kids in all — on an outing with
eight brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha.
We drove half an hour to the Cen-
ter's Camp Hi - Hoti. Located in
rustic Hebron, this is a densely for-
ested camp of several acres, with
a spacious lodge.
This "adventure day" was to be
a unique experience for the Hart-
ford kids in a wilderness setting
with all the challenges that the
great outdoors could offer. Leav-
ing the campus at nine on a Sat-
urday morning to face a wind chill
of negative twenty degrees was
quite an achievement for the Pike
brothers as well, but the day
turned into a very enjoyable expe-
rience for everyone.
We found ourselves as thor-
oughly involved with Pete's eight
"problem - solving initiatives" as
the kids themselves. The first task
was to build a one - match fire.
Everyone set off to collect fire-
wood. A Pike brother and former
Eagle scout immediately took to
the task of organizing the younger
kids to gather tinder and block the
wind from the match. All of us
watched with interest as this skill
was demonstrated. Without that
fire, we would have frozen our —
well, we would have been pretty
cold. That was an auspicious begin-
ning for the "adventure day,"
which continued with equal suc-
cess in the seven other initiatives,
each intended to put us all on the
same problem - solving level. The
kids were very enthusiastic and re-
sponsive to the challenges put to
them and to what little guidance
we as Trinity students could offer.
One activity required us to pass
each group member through a
"spider web," a net of string with
holes just large enough to fit a
twelve year - old through and per-
haps too small for a Trinity stu-
dent with a substantial beer belly.
The day proved to be what Pete
finds to be true of involvement be-
tween Hartford kids and Trinity
students: it's an amazingly mutual
learning experience. "It's a recip-
rocal situation," he observes. "We
receive a great deal from you, and
Trinity is getting something, too.
I'm very pleased with the support
they give."
Trinity's involvement with the
Hartford Neighborhood Center has
been increasing, both in the num-
bers of students involved and in
the range of activities that they
organize. Pete observes that this
year there are more Trinity vol-
unteers than in the past three
years combined, not even includ-
ing the involvement of larger
groups such as fraternities. One
regular student volunteer brought
her entire dorm hall to the Center
for a special event with her group.
Pete sees great potential in ar-
ranging events with other campus
groups, such as the Inter - Frater-
nity Council.
The Genter offers many oppor-
tunities, whether you want to tu-
tor individuals, work with groups
organizing sports, games, and
other events, or organize larger
outings with your own group here
on the Trinity campus. There is no
limit on what events are possible
or what skills you may want to em-
ploy. The kids are a lot of fun and
very excited about doing things
with college students. If you are
interested, I encourage you to call
Beth Galvin, the Center's repre-
sentative here at Trinity's Com-
munity Outreach Program. She
will be very helpful in finding a
suitable activity for you or your
group.
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Fencers Return To Form
by James Hong
The Trinity Fencing Team be-
gan the 1987-88 season with an en-
couraging start. It opened with the
Univ. of Connecticut Renegade in-
dividual tournament on Nov. 21,
followed by dual meets against
Harvard and Albertus Magnus on
Nov. 22 and Dec 2, respectively.
This year's group is arguably the
best fielded since Trinity's 1981
team that won the New England
Championship. Led by a solid, ex-
perienced sabre squad featuring
captains Paul Cestari, '89, and
Jonathan Mills, '89, hopes are high
for a successful season and strong
show at the New Englands this
February. "All contributions and
donations are welcome," com-
ments Mills, "but it is going to take
some work. We've got a good
bunch of people."
At the Renegad Tournament,
which annually draws some of the
better fencers in the area, Trinity
sent James Hong, '90, and new-
comer Aaron "Slug" Chang, '91.
Though a beginner in the sport,
Change finished 18th, the second
highest finish for a novice in the
tournament. Hong ranked 2nd in a
field of 28 going into the final-
round of competition, but sus-
tained a hand injury and had to
settle for a fifth place finish.
Harvard, a perennial Division I
powerhouse that features national
champion James O'Neill, provided
an imposing challenge to the Trin-
ity fencers. Though all did •well in
this competitin, and many of the
novices showed great signs of
progress, Harvard prevailed 4-23.
Still, this was a long way from last
year's defeat of 1-42. Winning im-
pressively for Trinity were Mills
and Cestari in sabre, and Keith
McCabe, '88, in epee. But perhaps
the greatest moment of the event
was provided by newcomer Chris-
topher Toby Norris, '91. Fencing
sabre for only two weeks, Norris
shocked and silenced the Harvard
supporters with a stunning 5-4 vic-
tory in his second bout after trail-
ing 2-4.
Trinity's first team victory of the
season came at the expense of Al-
bertus Magnus. Fielding an all-
vnovice lineup at a home meet, the
Bantams rolled to a 10-5 win;
sparked by Avachou Tayjasanant,
'89, Aaron Chang, and Maurice
Lotman, '91, each with 2 victories.
Also fencing impressively for Trin-
ity were Tracy Dellaripa, '91, Sally
Hurtig, '91, Sam Potter, '90, and
Eric Schlossberg, '91.
Hong and Stewart Johnson, '91
head a strong foil squad. Johnson,
though a freshman has been fenc-
ing for three years and brings ex-
perience to the team. Hong, a
fencer for seven years has set the
finals round of the New Englands
as his goal. Last year Hong missed
the finals by one point. Out due to
injury is Dave Copland, '90, a vet-
eran of last year's squad.
The epee squad retains veterans
McCabe, James Kline, '89, Peter
Swanson, '90, Mark Sommaruga,
'88, and now has novic Jorge Rod-
riguez, '91, who shows signs of
being a major force for the team
in the future.
The womens' foil team, depleted
this year by foreign study, fea-
tures veteran Blair Miller, '90 and
novices Hurtig, Dellaripa, and Er-
ickson. All have givent indications
that they will produce their share
of victories. Hurtig finished fourth
out of a field of 28 at a recent RPI
tournament.
The captains look to the strong
group of beginners to who con-
tinue to show signs of progress to
provide support for the team, es-
pecially in foil, until the return of
three-year anchorman James O'-
Laughlin, '88, who is overseas this
semester. The plight of the team
is somewhate rocky, as there is no
regular coach. Still, everyone is
very optomistic for this season,
Says captain Cestari eloquently,
"This team has a lot of potential.
The lack of a coach really hurts,
but we're making up for it with
hardworkandcommittmenta(home."
The warmest welcome in the
Caribbean. Something exotic,
something different, a true
vacation paradise! Hot sunny days
endless partying nights,
Barbados is the Hot
Spring Break Destination.
Call now for info, space is going fast!
Dean Puiver
Student Activities Office
Extension 390 or 416
Deposits due by JAN 1
or the price increases $25!
PLAY AND WIN
A NEW SET OF WHEELS, FABULOUS TRAVEL,
OR ONE OF 500,000 PRIZES!
Now Playing At
TRINITY COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
Buy "Sttjins 7>eraemb£:ft 7, 1̂ 87 AtiD rurvs t r o u g h
lfc,\W. 4eil you* boohs fl+- +Kis -Hmc Jo* dA
fcfl A National PartapaBng Bookstore Game (
10 Systems
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Sudden Death
bv Matthew G. Miller
Welcome to Sudden Death. I have been waiting for more than two years
'for the opportunity to express my views on athletics, and this is my big I
chance, so I hope I don't blow it. Sorry about the title of the column, butj
it fit the assigned space.
Our previous sports editor focused on the Boston sports scene, but now
we are going to shift back to the Mecca of Professional Sports: New York.
My love for the New York Rangers will readily become apparent, as will
my feelings towards the Mets, Yanks, Giants, Jets, etc. I do apologize,
but the Islanders are beneath contempt, and if anyone mentions the Flyers
in a good sense, I would probably explode.
Besides focusing on professional sports, I will run a series of articles on|
the problems of collegiate athletics, ranging from NESCAC to Proposition'
48, to sports agentry.
But since this is my first column, I will just present some random notes
on the current sports scene.
The New York Rangers are the greatest sports franchise in history; just
because they haven't won a Stanley Cup in over 45 years doesn't mean
anything. The thrill of going to the Garden, joining in the chants, watching
the fights in the blue seats, as well as watching Michel Bergeron go crazy
behind the Rangers bench, beats anything New England has to offer. Not
to mention the thrill of meeting Carol Alt at a game two weeks ago.
The Boston Celtics are getting old; Larry Bird is still one of the, if notl
the best, and McHale is excellent, but the rest of the team is aging, and ifj
a team cannot afford to cut Greg Kite, it doesn't speak much for its depth.
Watch for the Hawks and the Pistons. I am objective enough though, to)
know that the Knicks and the Nets barely have the dexterity to tie their]
shoes, let alone put the ball in the hoop.
The NPL has lost its luster for me this year. The strike, as well as the
quality of play this year, have really hurt attendence and interest. Pete
Rozelle's quest for parity has created a very generic league, one where,
at least this year has no deserving Super Bowl teams. When a team is 6-
5, and is leading the division, it shows that mediocrity is running rampant.
A few words about Trinity sports.
In covering the Women's Basketball Team this year, I have had the
opportunity to see some exciting basketball; unfortunately only about 20-
30 people have attended the two home games, most of these being the
families of the players. Attendance at men's games has been slightly
better, bixt still disappointing, and some of the attendences at the other
sports have been anemic. Hockey is a refreshing change, as student inter-
est has been excellent, but the the other sports deserve more support.
These are your friends, not some nameless faces, and as an athlete myself,
I know that the players get pumped up by having a good sized crowd. A
sacrifice of two hours that otherwise might get spent at the View is not
that much to give, and besides you will get to see some very exciting
a c t i o n . •-•• •-,••.-.
Belated congradulations to Robin Sheppard for winning yet another
NIAC title. The last game Coach Sheppard has lost was two years ago inj
the NIAC finals in lacrosse, and she has amassed a truly amazing career
coaching record. This was truly an amazing semester in Trinity sports.
Football sparkled to a 6-2 record, and its destruction of Wesleyan was
great to watch. We placed a runner in the Division III National Cross
Country Championships, saw the volleyball team enjoy an excellent tur-
naround season, and saw a new attitude amongst the women's soccer
program. Hopefully, the hockey, basketball, squash, and swimming teams,
as well as all the others will provide as much excitement and success as
the fall sports did.
It is my wish to stray from the normal bounds of a sports column, and
to explore the real issues of the day, not randomly comment (as I did
today) on the sports scene. I will criticize what I believe to be bad deci-
sions, not in a personal manner, but in a questioning tone. Trinity is not
exempt from the problems of collegiate sports, but it is certainly not a
prime offender either, but there are issues that have to be addressed.
Hopefully the column will mature as the year continues, and I hope to
provide some insight on one of the cornerstones of American culture that
might have slipped by unchallenged.
Note. I need sports photographers (desperately), as well as writers for
wrestling, women's squash, women's track (Gail, please!!!), and skiing.
Please contact Box 1230, Box 1310, or call 524-0505.
Hockey Takes McCabe Again
continued from page 16
pulled out a grudge battle with
Conn College in the semifinal 4-3
and defeated a surprisingly strong
Amherst team 4-2 in the final.
The semifinal against Conn Col-
lege was Manley's night to shine.
He dominated the play whenever
he hit the ice. His borderline bril-
liant play garnered him a goal and
an assist, and he was on the ice for
all four Trinity goals. Linemate
Kevin Robinson enjoyed similar
statistics (lg, 2a) as the twosome,,
continued to dominate Trinity's
scoring summaries.
The Camels feature one over-
powering line and three more lines
of diligent checkers and stickmen.
Nearly as dirty as Westfield, Con-
necticut nearly caused an on ice
brawl. The officiating was spotty,
but was kind enough to give Trin-
ity a six and a half minute power
play in the third period that gave
Trinity a man advantage goal by
Bill Bronson that turned out to be.
the game winner. (Kenney as-
sisted)
Given the special teams' play, it
is a wonder Trinity pulled the game
out. Connecticut was 3 for 6 on the
power play and stiffled Trinity's
power play most of the game.
Trinity looked good early, with
Kevin Robinson scoring a wrapa-
round goal on their first powerplay
of the game.
Following Robinson's goal was
Bronson's first, who put away a
perfect set up by Robinson and
Manley. Bronson, placed on the
first line primarily as a checker has
shown surprising hands in the first
five games, making major contri-
butions particularly in the McCabe
tournament games.
Tim Buono scored for Connecti-
cut at 8:29 of the first, cutting
Trinity's lead to one.
A pair of questionable calls gave
Connecticut a 5 on 3 to start the
second. With just :49 seconds
lapsed, Rand Pecknold put a shot
between Murray's legs to tie the
game.
Connecticut scored a goal after
play had been blown dead earlv
the second period. They were
clearly gaining momentum, but
Manley took the game back by
blasting a slap shot from outside
the faceoff circle over Conn goal-
tender Lou Swing's shoulder to
give Trinity a 3-2 lead. Co-Captain
Anderson hit the post on the next
rush and Murray gave everyone a
lift by making a big save.
Conn's power play cashed in
again at 13:57 of the second when
Buono scored his second of the
game. That shot closed the second
period scoring. Manley would hit
the post again with just 17 seconds
left in the second. Conn was hang-
ing on with thier special teams and
some help from good bounces.
The officiating came back Trini-
ty's way for the start of the third,
giving Trinity a prolonged power
play during which Bronson scored
his second goal of the game.
It turned out to be the winner,
as Murray would hold off Conn for
the rest of the game, including a
final power play with 2 minutes
left in the game.
Just after the game, Mike Moc-
cia cheap-shotted Bants back-up
goalie Pat McCabe before the
handshake. Steve Gorman then re-
taliated and Moccia ended up in a
fight with McCabe. Moccia was
given a 10 minute misconduct for
his action. A lot of bad blood was
brought to the surface in the game.
Conn coach Doug Roberts was
given a bench minor for abuse of
the officials during the game and
got into a shouting match with just
about everyone else in the rink
after the game ended.
Thankfully, Trinity met a disci-
plined and classy Amherst team in
the final. It was a relief to alt in-
volved to finish a game without a
fight breaking out. Amherst even
gave several team members a ride
home after the game, after Trini-
ty's bus broke down in the drive-
way of the Wesleyan parking lot.
The Lord Jeff's had pulled out a 4-
3 double over-time victory over the
Wesleyan Cardinals in the other
semi-final game to reach the final.
It was a good night for fresh-
men, with John Gregory scoring
the clincher in the third with a nice
move to beat an Amherst defens-
man. He was assisted by Rob Mez-
zaros, who was playing his first
game as a Bantam.
Other Trinity goals came from
Williamson, McCartney, and Ro-
binson, (he had to be in there
someplace)
Senior center Bob Loeber who
has been struggling through a slow
start hit for 2 assists. Steve Pal-
mer, who rejoined the team two
weeks ago after having decided to
leave, scored two assists in his sec-
ond game back. While Palmer was
still shaking the rust off his game,
he played well enough and was a
welcome addition to the Trinity
lineup.
Amherst scored a power play
goal in the first and put a freaky
goal between Murray's legs at the
one-minute mark of the third pe-
riod.
Murray suffered a cut in his head
with 8:22 to go in the game. After
a shot hit him in the mask the skin
underneath his helmet split. He
was bandaged on the bench and
finished the game. He didn't have
much to do against Amherst any-
way, but was there when the team
needed him. He faced 19 shots,
with the seven shot period being
his toughest.
The McCabe games proved that
Trinity could play good teams in
tight games and come up with
wins. That fact looked awfully
questionable against Westfield
State and Quinnipiac. The team is
gaining strength with every game,
and will be lifted up even further
by the return of Mike Murphy (last
year's E.C.A.C. rookie of the year)
in January.
The last game before finals will
be 7:30 Dec 8 at Williams. Trinity
will hit Kingswood-Oxford next on
January 12 against Division II
Framingham State. Trinity fans
have been setting unofficial at-





CANCUN IS THE ULTIMATE
SPRING BREAK DESTINATION.
Deposits due by DEC 12
>r the price increases $50!
Call now for info, space is going fast! ,*«,„
Dean Puiver Student Activities Office




If your MCST score needs a shot in the arm, come
to the experts in test preparation—Stanley H. Kaplan.
Our test-taking techniques and educational review
will help you be in top condition test day We'll not
only sharpen your scientific knowledge, but your read-
ing, problem-sofving, and essay-writing skills too.
Summer courses are registering now So call the




STANLEY H.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
14 OAKWOOD AVE.
WEST HARTFORD, CT
CLASSES OVER CHRISTMAS VACATION!
CALL NOW! CLASSES BEGIN
DEC. 29 FOR THE APRIL 30 EXAM
"OVER 1 MILLION STUDENTS SINCE 1938"
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EXTRA INNINGS
Men's Hoop Explodes to 3-0 Start
by Gina M. Letellier
Well kids, it's my final hurrah, the end of an era, and all those other
cliches. What should I say. The new editor wants to start things anew and
has warned me not to say too much about Boston.
In all honesty, I don't have a lot too say about Boston. The Patriots
have been a disappointment, although we weren't expecting much. Be-
sides you all know that I hate football, or at least writing about it.
I would like to take a little space discussing the Celtics. Fellow fans and
I are starting to get a tad concerned. Mind you, this is not necessarily
worry, just concern.
I mean, overall, the Celts are having a decent year. Not exactly a banner
winning Celtics' type of year, but not a bad year. It's their performance
on the road that is starting to raise concern. I expected Detroit to play
well, but not that well.
The real problem with the Celtics is the guard situation and their
defense, or lack thereof at times. We can't blame things on injuries.
McHale has returned. He's not exactly at his peak, but he's still perform-
ing well. Bird is regaining his pre-Achilles form.
The guard situation is something that could have been expected. Ainge
started out well, but he still cannot be counted on for consistency. He
continues to display his penchant for streak shooting and bad temperment.
He must do more than hit Hail Mary 3-pointers to be considered among
the cream of the league.
What's the story with Dennis Johnson? He was disappointing enough as
it was last year against the Lakers. Even 10 year olds can hit foul shots.
Why do you think they are called free throws?!!! He seems to have aged
about 10 years during the off-season. When is he (or K.C. Jones) going to
figure out that he cannot hit from the outside?!? Especially not with any
consistency. Let's give Reggie Lewis a real chance.
Something else that has been bothering me about the Celtics is Greg
Kite. He gives new meaning to the word Neanderthal. He has no purpose
in the NBA. He can't play D to save his life. His free throws are gifts to
the opposition. He even misses layups. What was Jan Volk thinking of
when he cut Conner Henry and kept Mr. Kite? I'm not a Connor Henry
fanatic, but.... I'm sorry but NBA-style basketball and basketball salaries
are not for the benefit of Mr. Greg Kite. If the Celtics need someone to
fill the middle, why not ask Johnny Most, he's more of a threat to the
opposition.
Maybe K.C. does not mind starting off with one of the Celts' worst
winning percentages in recent (read Bird) years? If he doesn't, I'm sure
Bed does. The rest of the division is not exactly having a stellar year, but
if the Sixers or Rnicks start picking up, things could get closer. We'll have
to see what happens.
Enough Boston stuff. I had to put a little bit in, I did not want my loyal
fans to have to go Cold Turkey.
I hope I didn't offend too many people with last issue's little piece. I
know that the people who should have been moved to think twice, weren't,
but I wanted to do my part to get some people off their high horses before
I left.
Last, but definitely not least, I have to thank some people.
First off, I want to think Steve Brauer for his help with paste up and
just overall assistance. Special thanks to Joe Regaglia for paste up every
week.
Lastly, thanks to my writers. Especially those who got their articles in
and on time. A even bigger thank you to the one(s) who typed in their
own stuff.
I also want to thank my friends for putting up with me and my Tripod
freaking and assorted bull related to my old job. If you've actually read
this far, I want to thank you for reading and asking me when the next
Extra Innings was coming out. Look for Matt Miller's column about that




The Trinity Men's Basketball
Team is off to a promising start
after winning its first three games.
The Bantams recently defeated a
weak Nichols squad, a surprisingly
improved Wentworth team, and a
dangerous Westfield State team.
The Bantams will, try to up their
record to 4-0 when they square off
against Coast Guard tonight in
New London before breaking for
exams.
The Bantams handily defeated
Nichols 100-62 in their home
opener. It was a solid team effort,
in which "everyone contributed,"
as Coach Ogrodnick said. Five
players reached double figures.
Glenn Kurtz led the scoring parade
with 26, Don Green had 15, new-
comers Mark Langmead and Joe
Reilly each had 11 off the bench,
and Tom Fitzgerald had 10. Trin-
ity dominated both the offensive
and defensive hoards with Green
pulling down 14, Mike Stubbs had
13 to go along with 5 blocked shots,
and Kurtz had 12. Coach Ogrod-
niek was pleased with the team's
intensity and aggressiveness on
the defensive end of the court. The
team came out of the starting
blocks a little slowly, but because
of constant defensive pressure and
its domination of the boards, Trin-
ity took control of the game by the
end of the first half, earning a
comfortable 36-22 lead. Trinity
poured it on in the second half as
Nichols' lack of bench strength be-
came evident. Numerous Nichols'
turnovers and mistakes were
turned into points by the aggres-
sive Bantams.
Four days later the team trav-
elled to Boston to play Wen-
tworth. Trinity came up big again,
pulling away to a 104-75 victory.
Trinity struggled early as Wen-
tworth caught the Bantams by sur-
prise with their aggressive defense
and some hot shooting. It took the
Bantams almost 15 minutes to ad-
just, but with freshman point
guard Joe Reilly controlling the of-
fense (18 points, 7 assists, 4 steals)
and Langmead scoring from the
outside (18 points), the team
shifted into overdrive. The second
half was all Bantams as six players
managed to top the double figure
plateau.
AXELROD DISCOUNT TIRE
10% DISCOUNT ON TIRES WITH THIS AD!
DISTRIBUTER OF MICHELIN, PIRELLI, GENERAL, FIRESTONE,
GOODYEAR, ENGLEBERT, KLEBER, STRATTON, TRISON, SONIC








• FREE ALIGNMENT • FREE ROTATIONS • FREE FLAT REPAIR
(w/purchase of 4 tires)
411 NEW PARK AVENUE CALDOR SHOPPING PLAZA
WEST HARTFORD 236-0611 ROCKY HILL 721-0939
MON-FRI 8-5:30, SAT. 8-1 MON-FRI 8-5:30, SAT 8-3
(EXPIRES 12/31/87)
The Bantams first big test of the
season wan against a talented
Westfield State team, which upset
the Bantams in their own gym last
year with a last soeeond .shot. Trin-
ity, hoping avenge last year's loss,
played well and eventually [lulled
away to a convincing 7'l-f>(> win.
Going into the game; Coach Ogrod-
nick stressed rebounding and de-
fense. His players listened, and
kept Westfield off the boards, with
Kurtz and Stubbs hauling in 10 re-
bounds each. Offensively, the Ban-
tams concentrated on getting the
ball inside, where Kurtz, a 6'6"
junior forward who finished with a
career high 30 points, benefitted
the most from his teammates pa-
tience and unselfishness.
Coach Ogrodnick and his team
are extremely optomistic about
this season and it appears that at
this juncture, the team has only
scratched the surface of their po-
tential. Besides the team's smooth
adjustment to its new style of up-
tempo play, the team has dis-
played its desire to win through
unselfishness, willingness to listen
and work, and new found confi-
dence and poise. With so many
players contributing, once all the
pieces are put in place, the team
will be as exciting to watch as it
will be to defeat.
M a * 8«
Ted Lyon and the rest of (he Bantams arc off to a quick start.
Waterpolo Wraps It Up
by Noke
Tripod WaterpoLo CorrnHjxmdimt
The Trinity waterpolo team
ended the 1987 season with an 8-2
record, and placed 3rd in the
NESCWPC tournament at Bates
College.
The Ducks entered the tourna-
ment as the defending champions,
but due to their regular season loss
to Bridgewater State were seeded
second. Trinity came out strong,
beating WPI 14-1 to advance to
the semi-finals against Colby. The
first half, marked by strong defen-
sive efforts by both teams, ended
in a 2-2 tie. In the third quarter
captain Nick Clifford was forced to
leave the game because of per-
sonal fouls; although the Ducks
continued to play excellent de-
fense, they were unable to contain
Colby's potent offense, and at the
final buzzer, Colby had swum to a
6-3 win.
The Ducks then had to face arch-
rivals Bridgewater in the consola-
tion game. BSC being the only
other team to have bested the them
this season. Playing a balanced,
team-oriented game, arguably
their best of the season, the Ducks
gradually wore down their less dis-
ciplined opponents and capped
their season with a 10-8 win,
thereby securing 3rd place in the
tournament. "The Bridgewater
game really demonstrated the in-
creased depth we have as a team
this year", commented Steve
Woinstoin after the game, be-
sides our starters all playing well,
the bench really helped out; play-
ers like Loren Strand and Prank
Monaco have really improved...^
many ways the Ducklings weretne
key to our success this season.
Bates College went on to place
First in the tournament, beating
Colby 11-9 in overtime. Four Irm-
ity players were named to trie
Nescwpc All-Star team; Nick CM-
ford, Chris Coxon, Steve Murdoch,
andTedFoss. ,
The Most. Improved Player of the
1987 season was freshman goalie
Jon "Hands" Knapp, who played
every minute of every game and
proved to be an instrumental pan
of Trinity's defense-oriented game
plan. Steve Murdoch was elected
as co-captain for next year s team,
a crowning achievement to end nis
best season as a Duck; in the tour-
nament Murdoch scored 7 goals,
had 4 assists and two steals.
The Most Valuable Player was
captain Nick "The Cannon ow-
ford, who is the only player gia*
uating this Spring. Clifford has led
the team in scoring since his
Freshman year, was named mvr
twice, and was picked for the AU-
Ster team two years in a row. u
this year's tournament, he scored
11 goals and had 4 steals. Nicks
skill as a player and as a scoring
machine will be sorely missed by
the Ducks, but he will be m.***
even more as a team leader and a
friend.
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What Is Wrong With the Whalers ? Chicks off to Slow Start
by Bill Charest
Assistant Sports Editor
In 1986-87, the Hartford Whal-
ers led the Adams Division for al-
most the entire season, eventually
coming out on top with 93 points.
This year, the Whale has gotten
off to a poor start, with an 9-12-4
record to this point, good for last
place in the division. One would
think that after their abrupt exit
from the playoffs last April, the
team would come out hungry to
avenge the defeat. But in fact, just
the opposite seems the case.
So far, there have been few
bright points for the team. Captain
Ron Francis and right wing Kevin
Dineen each have 10 goals, not
particularly insane totals, but
nonetheless indicative of more-
than-solid play. Left wings John
Anderson and Dave Tippett have
both been steady performers, while
Ray Ferraro recently has shown
flashes of the brilliance that made
him a 30-goal scorer two years ago.
And most importantly, defense-
man Dave Babych seems to have
put his personal problems behind
him, tallying 5 goals and spear-
heading a respectable power play
attack.
But there seem to be a lot of
underachievers on this year's ver-
sion of the Whalers. Sylvain Tur-
geon has 9 goals, but is fourth in
the league on shots on net, a figure
illustrating his troubles. Center
Dean Evason has backchecked
well, but has only 1 goal, a pathetic
total. Paul Lawless has been truly
futile, seeming clueless at times,
and being "injured" for about 10
games. The defensemen haven't
been quite as solid as the past -
Joel Quenneville;- normally impecc- -
able defensively, has been beaten
many times, although his lack of
laterpl movement mav bf partially
due to last year's knee injury. Ulf
Samuelsson has been very strong
defensively, but has not been hold-
ing the point well in the offensive
end, nor passing particularly ac-
curately. Even the coaching of
Jack Evans has been suspect at
times, such as his recent benching
of exciting prospect Mike Millar. A
couple of weeks ago, General Man-
ager Emile Francis indicated it
might be time for "major surgery"
on the team. While there were a
lot of rumors, some involving Sam-
uelsson and Ferraro, there have
been no major Whaler transac-
tions since last year, save for the
acquisition of ace penalty-killer
Brent Peterson in the waiver draft.
But even though the personnel is
the same, something is missing. As
Ron Francis noted, "We're not
playing the way we should. This
isn't the same team that played
last year."
It seems rather funny to me that
a team goes from first to last place
without producing any malcon-
tents. For example, the Philadel-
phia Flyers, in a predicament
similar to that of the Whalers, have
had Brian Propp, Rick Tocchet,
Doug Crossman and Scott Mel-
lanby have all ask for trades. But
no one has done so on the Whalers.
It's as if the entire team is saying
."we're not playing well, but - OH!
- we're so happy to be on a losing
team!" Complacency? You decide.
GM Emile Francis stood pat in
the offseason, saying that the
Whalers were experiencing
"growing pains" in last year's
playoff debacle. But the team has
undoubtedly developed some com-
placency after last year. It seems
as though the time has come for a
reading of the riot act, in order to
get the team less focused on their
failures, and more focused on win-
Cor.ch Ev-ns,
a noted stoic, will probably refrain
from such action, as will Captain
Ron Francis, who is not a fiery
personality. Maybe the time has
come for or "The Cat" himself to
visit the dressing room and ask
who really feels like being in Hart-
ford tomorrow. The prospect of
playing for Vancouver might just
cause a player or two to put forth
more effort.
Team defense is not a problem -
and it shouldn't be with Mike Liut
in net and a number of capable
checking forwards and defense-
men. But it seems as though the
Whalers could use some new blood.
Hartford was in a similar state two
years ago, and made trades to ac-
quire Anderson and Babych, who
helped rally the team into the play-
offs. This year, look what New Jer-
sey has done after acquiring Patrik
Sundstrom and drafting Brendan
Shanahan, and what Calgary has
done with brilliant rookies Joe
Nieuwendyk and Brett Hull.
The cure for the Whalers is not
to trade away the whole store, but
it isn't to stand pat, either. Mike
Millar must be given room to de-
velop - he has the second quickest
shot on the team next to Turgeon.
Francis must also seek out some
type of move which will rejuvenate
a heretofore inconsistent offense.
Perhaps the idea of acquiring a tal-
ented young player (which Hart-
ford has more than its share of)
like Dean Evason, Paul Lawless,
or defenseman Brad Shaw (cur-
rently in the AHL) might attract
interest. And I'm sure the idea of
having someone like Detroit's Ger-
ard Gallant, Philadelphia's Propp
or Calgary's Carey Wilson to bols-
ter the offense would seem attrac-
tive to the Whalers. If something
is not done soon, the Whale could
continue to be mired in their streak
of poor play for some time to come.
by Joann Zamparo
The first swim meet of the sea-
son for Chefs Chicks was held on
Saturday, December 5th against
Southeastern Massachusetts Uni-
versity (SMU). Although Trinity
lost, they began and ended with
the same undaunted attitude.
Swimming Coach Chet McPhee
The meet consisted of ten events
ranging from 50 to 1000 yards. The
first event, a 200 yard relay,
landed Trinity a 2nd place finish
with Lee Ann Wilson, Alix Ewert,
Chever Voltmer, and Lisa Free-
man; and a third place showing
with Jenny Moran, Laura Ulrich,
Karen Leonard, and Kim Harst-
man. In the 1000 yard freestyle,
Andrea Pimpinella swam to a third
place showing. Susan Deer placed
first in the 200 yard freestyle event
while Justine Divett finished 4th.
Jocelyn Roland and Becky Brain-
ard finished 2nd and 4th respec-
tively, in the 50 yard freestyle
event. In the 200 yard Individual
Medley, Susie Stormer placed sec-
ond and Nicole Presber stroked to
a fourth place finish.
Trinity placed 3rd with Karen
Leonard and 4th with Nicole Pres-
ber in the 100 yard butterfly. Su-
san Deer finished 2nd in the 100
yard freestyle event while Roland
finished 3rd. The 200 backstroke
landed the Chick's Christine Hull
in 2nd place and Moran in 3rd. In
the 500 yard freestyle, Stormer
followed up her strong perfor-
mance in the IM with a third place
finish, while Divett improved a
spot and swam to third in the 100
yard breaststroke. The final event
for the women, a 400 yard frees-
tyle relay brought Trinity's
Stormer, Roland, Brainard, and
Deer a 2nd place finish, and Liz
Brown Isobel Calvin, Pimpinella,
and Sue Kinz a 3rd place slot.
The team is looking forward to a
successful season and will not al-
low Saturday's loss to affect their
season's goals. Attendence was
excellent, and the team obviously
psyched by the turnout. Trinity will
next face Mt. Holyoke at the Uni-
corns home pool in South Hadley,
Massachusetts on January 14th.
The Chunks opened their sea-
son, with a 1 point loss to Holy
Cross, before falling to a strong
SMU squad. Junior Peter Ostran-
der, (who qualified for the Division
III National Championships last
year) and freshman Frank Monaco
both turned in fine performances,
and with added depth, and a some-
what easier road to hoe the rest of
the way, look for the Chunks to
put some marks in the win column.
More on the men's swim team next
time
The College View Cafe Sports Scoreboard
THIS WEEK'S
SPORTS
Dec. 8 - Tuesday
Men's Hockey Williams
7:30 Away
Men's Basketball Coast Guard
8:00 Away
Dec. 9 - Wednesday
Women's Squash Harvard
5:00 Away





Hockey 4 Conn. College 3
Hockey 4 Amherst 2
W. Basketball 44Wheaton 48
W. Basketball 60 Mt. Holyoke 41
W. Basketball 67 Nichols 53
M. Basketball 1OONichols 62
M. Basketball 104Wentworth 75
M. Basketball 74 Westfield 56
M. Swimming
lost toHolyCross and SMV
W. Swimming lost to SMV




Tonight Is $3 Pitcher Night 4f The View
L
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Murray Leads Bants toMcCabeWin
by Sean Dougherty
News Editor
In the wake of last year's grad-
uation the Trinity Hockey team has
found new leaders to guide them
to wins.
Senior goaltender Dave Murray
has been the biggest revelation,
turning in 5 straight rock solid
performances in Trinity's season
opening 5-0 run. Murray has got
his teammates smiling and oppo-
nents cursing just like his prede-
cessor did.
Right behind Murray is junior
center Trip Manley. As the center
for speedy Kevin Robinson and
towering Bill Bronson, Manley has
showcased his superior passing
skills. He has also been unleashing
a ferocius wrist shot that has op-
ponents cowering.
Senior wing Kevin Robinson has
also bloomed into a star with in-
creased ice time. He plays a regu-
lar shift, the powerplay, and kills
penalties. His speed, timing and
relentless forechecking makes him
dangerous whenever he hits the
ice.
Junior wing Jay Williamson is
the player coach Dunham singled
out as the team's best player for
the first 3 games. "Jay is the
leader. He has been carrying the
team offensively. His work killing
penalties has been a big help to the
team as well."
Trinity opened the season with a
12-1 come from behind win over
Fairfield.
Fairfield came out storming, out
to avenge a couple of rather em-
barrassing losses to Trinity suf-
fered last season. (10-1 at
Wesleyan and 10-2 at home) They
forechecked strongly and were
able to keep Trinity off the puck in
the opening minutes. A Fairfield
forward was able to take advan-
tage of a defensive lapse to get the
first shot on goal, but was denied
by Murray.
For the duration of the first pe-
riod Trinity pressed for goals but
came up short. Their passes wer-
en't connecting and the defense-
men seemed to be having trouble
hitting the forwards coming out of
their own zone.
Trinity's power play looked silly
on a 5 on 3 man advantage coming
with 8:29 left in the first period.
One pass too many was made and
Murray was forced to make a big
save on a shorthanded breakaway.
Fairfield scored on a breakaway
early in the second period before
Trinity decided to start playing.
Williamson opened the season
scoring with a slap-shot from the
point, set up Manley and freshman
winger John Gregory.
One minute after that, Robinson
scored his first, off passes from
Manley and co-captain Rob Mc-
Cool.
The next goal was a killer. It typ-
ified the hockey Trinity played last
season and gave Fairfield the mes-
sage that no matter how hard they
tried they weren't going to beat
the Bants.
Kevin Robinson alertly picked off
a pass along Trinity's blue line and
sent Todd duBoef on a partial
breakaway. He was tripped up
going into the offensive zone, but
regained control of the puck and
shot it under the Fairfield goalten-
der. That goal capped a three-goal
spurt, with all three coming in
three and a half minutes.
Fairfield's defense regrouped a
little and held Trinity off until
17:20 when Bill McCartney cruised
in on a breakaway and beat the
Fairfield goaltender to make the
score 4-1.
Manley put in a Williamson re-
bound a minute later to close the
second period scoring.
With each Trinity goal, Fairfield
got weaker. In the third the re-
vived Bantams scored six unan-
swered goals and allowed only six
shots. Dave Murray, who held the
team in the game early, ended up
with 24 saves. Matt Keator, Mc-
Cartney, Kevin Robinson, McCool,
Bill Kenney, Mike Anderson, and
Dave Provost all scored in the
third.
During the game duBoef was
called for spearing, which carries
an automatic ejection and one
game suspension. The suspension
was served during the Quinnipiac
game, over coach John Dunham's
protest.
Trinity's play against a weak
Fairfield team didn't quite hold up
against the tougher Quinnipiac
team faced Nov. 28.
Trinity won the game 3-2, on
goals from freshmen Larry Trin-
ceri and John Gregory, plus one by
Jay Williamson. Murray was again
the hero, coming up with 33 saves.
His opponent faced only 17 shots
from Trinity.
Despite the win, Dunham was
unhappy with some of the team's
play. "The upperelassmen has en-
joyed so much success they can't
remember how hard it was to get
here. We are seeing improvement,
though," said the coach after the
game.
Trinity continued to look shaky
defensively against Westfield
State, but weak goaltending on
Westfield's part and (you guessed
it) strong play by Murray made the
difference as Trinity skated off
with a 6-4 win. Kevin Robinson and
Trip Manley sparked the offense.
Robinson scored twice in the first
period. Manley registered an as-
sist on Robinson's second goal, plus
one on a rebound goal by Rob
McCool later in the period.
Keator, McCool, and Bill Bron-
son scored the other three goals.
Murray staved off a furious Quin-
nipiac comeback, making 14 saves
on 1G shots in the third period.
Westfield State's dirty play
nearly caused a fight between Trin
defensman Bryant McBride and
Westfield's Stephen Goslin, but
cooler heads prevailed and rela-
tively minor unsportsmanlike con-
duct calls were all that resulted.
The McCabe Tournament was
won by Trinity for the third time
in the last four years, as Trinity
Women's Hoop Wins 2 of 3; LeBrun Stars
by Matthew G. Miller
Sports Editor
The Trinity Women's Basketball
Team, under the leadership of first
year coach Maureen Pine, has
launched themselves into the new
season by taking 2 of their first 3
games. The Lady Bants defeated
Nichols and Mt. Holyoke, before
falling at Wheaton.
In the season opener, the Lady
Bants took on an inconsistent Ni-
chols College team and defeated
the Bisons 67-53. Trinity was led
by Karyn Farquhar's 23 points,
Leanne LeBrun's 21, and fresh-
man Kirsten Kolstad's 18.
Trinity started quickly, playing
a tight man-to-man defense, and
pressured Nichols into forcing
shots from the perimeter, which at
least in the early going, found nei-
ther rim nor net. The Bisons then
tried to force the ball inside, but
their passing game was sloppy and
Trin forced turnover after turn-
over.
With Farquhar hitting from out-
side early, the inside game opened
up, allowing Kolstad and LeBrun,
who overcame an early cold hand7~
to dominate the paint. The game
was not without its anxious mo-
ments, though, as Lisa Gionet, who
finished with 21 points for Nichols,
led a 12 point run late in the first
half, which allowed the Bisons to
close to 30-26. Two key free throws
by Kolstad halted the rally, and
Trinity took a 34-26 lead into the
locker room.
Nichols employed a 1-3-1 zone
press to begin the second half, but
it was largely ineffective, thanks
to the deft ball-handling of point
guard Maryanne O'Donnell. Gi-
onet and Michelle Poulin (13 pts.)
kept Nichols in the game, but they
never really threatened again, as
LeBrun put the Lady Bants up by
16 with a nice inside move at the
12:35 mark.
Although O'Donnell played a
solid game at point, there was
sloppiness on both sides, but really
no more than can be expected in
the first game of the year, under a
new coach, with a new system, and
the 67-50 final score was a very
representative outcome.
One week later, the Lady Bants
were again home, to host Mt. Hol-
yoke. It was Mt. Holyoke's first
game of the year, and their sloppy
play early in the game gave evi-
dence to that fact.
Kirsten Kolstad was a force
down low early and the Lady Bants
jumped to a 10-4 lead, but the
Mount settled down to tie the game
at 20 with 7:25 remaining in the
half. Although somewhat mistake-
prone, a fact that would hurt in the
second half, Unicorn point guard
Kara McCartney keyed the Mt.
Holyoke resurgence. Both teams
relied on a standard man defense,
with both squads forcing numer-
ous mistakes. Trinity nonetheless
led at the half 32-28.
The second half was a different
story as Trinity opened up with a
12-0 run and never looked back.
Led by Kolstad, Leanne LeBrun.
and Karyn Farquhar, as well as by
a stingy defense, the Lady Bants
tore through Mt. Holyoke, limiting
them to 13 second half points. A
desperation trap press by Holyoke
did little to stop the Lady Bants,
as O'Donnell consistently dished
off inside for layup after layup.
Kolstad finished with 18 points,
LeBrun had 16, and Farquhar
chipped in with 14. O'Donnell, the
junior captain, finished with 6
points and 11 assists in the 60-41
victory.
On December 3, Trinity traveled
to Norton, Massachusetts to face
the Wheaton Lions. In a game
marked by inept scorekeepers, a
malfunctioning clock, and people
of questionable talent wearing the
striped shirts, the Lady Bants fell
48-44.
Trinity started quickly, opening
a 16-4 lead at the 5:15 mark, as
Leanne LeBrun, with the hot hand
on the court, fashioned 8 first half
points. Neither team shot particu-
larly well, and there were more re-
bounds than points scored in the
first half. Trinity seemed to be-
come impatient late in the half, and
Wheaton's Lissa Dietrich got hot,
scoring 9 quick points. One could
feel the change in momentum, al-
though Trinity still led at the half
18-16.
Wheaton came out with a 2-2-1
zone press in the second half, but
Trin hung tough and with 6:31 to
play, led 37-31, mostly behind the
play of LeBrun, who finished with
a game high 23 points. But from
that point on, the game was all
Wheaton. Gail Harriett scored five
straight points to make the score
40-39 Wheaton, and with about 3
minutes left and the score 42-39,
Coach Pine took her last time out.
LeBrun hit a free throw and and a
field goal to tie the score at 42-42
with approximately 2:25 left in the
game (no one was quite sure ex-
cept Wheaton, as the clock had
malfunctioned). At approximately
1:15 LeBrun grabbed a rebound
with Wheaton up by 2, and was
clobbered underneath the defen-
sive boards, but the referee, whose
inconsistency was amazing
throughout the night, inexplicably
called a jump hall, with possession
going back to Wheaton. With time
running down, Kathy Rnnis hit a
long range bomb to pull Trin back
within 2, but Sharon Morrisseau,
who led the Wheaton comeback
with 10 second half points hit 2
free throws with four seconds left
to ice the victory.
Trin seemed to have trouble with
the size of the Wheaton team,
which had 3 starters over 6'. Le-
Brun used her experience to work
free and made some pretty moves
to the basket, but Kirsten Kolstad
was limited to 8 points and was
frustrated in her efforts to work
free in the paint, and Karyn Far-
quhar was forced outside and was
unable to find the range much ol
the night.
Hoop Talk. Kathy Ennis, alter
missing the first game with a
chronic shoulder problem has seen
more and more time, and started
against Wheaton. Freshman Jen-
nifer Barr had started in her place.
LeBrun needs only 259 pomts to
eclipse Trinity's all-time scoring
record. Fiffa Taffuri has seen ac-
tion in all 3 games, bringing deten-
sive intensity, and penchant tor tne
tough rebound. Julie Bellatin, still
hampered by a bad ankle, has lett
the team. Dubby Glew has also
seen action, although a bad knee
and lack of practice time seem to
be limiting her role. The 1 W
Bants hosted Simmons yesterday
and will host Smith tomorrow
night at 7:30, before taking a
month's sabbatical over Christmas
break
t
Come to the Underground
Tonight 8-12
Live entertainment
